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This thesis has been witten under tho suerfision an! mmmwm&mmak of 
Dr* John I** Associate l»ref«s©or of Geography, University of Illinois, isith-
out whose constructive critieisEi im$ sympathetic tsidersl&nding this would
never have bean accomplished* AdaairlnilpBil is made of the cooperation and 
assistance of lSr« 1* f* Holcosfe, (Mef of the Illinois Section of the United 
States eather Bureau, iseiisers of tee low® Section, a ad personnel of the several 
first order leather Bureau stations for their promptness is searching for and 
furnishing cliaatolordcal data* Appreciation is also expressed to those nerabers 
of the Highway Department, the Railway Con *&nies, and leather Bureau Stations who 
could contribute little but took time to complete the correspondence* Helpful 
information and suggestions were sr.de by Hying personnel of tbs Departawiit of 
leather at Chanute Air Force 3ase* Data for thtt synoptic weather saps -were also 
obtained fro® the Historical Wmether Itops and the file of analysed mps of the 
BeiMrfesent of eather*
A rather large number of sisaps and graphs ware used with the belief that a 
graphical presentation m s  worth more than long tables or wordy description* 
Isarithia&c lines were drawn as accurately as possible for all stations, unless 
radical variations due to short records were recognised*
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To make & collate study of snowfall for an area t o  of Illinois on® 
naturally should have adequate «mi detailed records containlm* inforaation a® to 
total snowfall* duration of snow cover* number of days of snowfall* ’eater equiva­
lent, and data for individual storms# OnSy a few first order leather Bureau sta­
tions keep all such records while smeh of tlie data available is limited to the 
total number of Inches of snow per sionth* measured once a da/ or at the end of 
each storm* by the sway Cooperative Observers over the state, Nevertheless, a 
rather complete picture a m  be made of the total snowfall in Illinois* its varia­
bility, the geographical and seasonal distribution* the causes an! controls* and 
some of the relations and consequences that result#
Snow is defined as precipitation in a solid state mainly in the form of 
branched hexagonal crystals* often mixed with single ice crystals* To form snow*
water vapor condenses or sublimates directly into ice crystals# At temperatures
o
above «*10 C* they generally link together to form snowflakes# Once the lee 
crystal faeras* the vapor pressure over the ice crystal is decreased and a gradient 
Is directed toward the crystal causing it to continue its growth#
Snowfall is a snail but Important part of the total precipitation for the 
state aid is confined* for the most part* to the aonths Hovesaker through March# 
However* snowfall has been recorded in Illinois at least once in every month of 
the year# Late snows in April end May tend to occur more frequently than early 
snows of Be ^tester and October* Since so little data exist on individual storms 
concerning eater equivalent of the snowfall* one can only approximate the per 
cent of total precipitation that falls as snow# For most snow it requires $ to
X
IS laches to equal ms© loch of rainfall* Treaartha says the ratio say vary 
from 5 to 50 inches of m m  to «& inch of ^ ater# A generally used average Is 10 
inches of eaeefall as the equivalent or one inch of rainfall* Using this figure 
and statewide averages fop the period 1690 through 19h7$ it is learned tbst only 
$*9 per cent of the total precipitation 1® snow* The year 1912 bad the largest 
snowfall average for tfee state during the above mjntioaed period of record and 
even than ocQy 10*1| per cent of the total predpitatioa m s  saoarfoll* during 
1927# a year of nsxlma precipitation, snowfall accounted for oaly 3*5 per seat 
■of the total* The year of 191*7 m s  approximately a aornal year vlth snowfall 
accounting for the 5*9 per cent of the total precipitation* Considering the in­
dividual Climatic actions as delimited by the ' eather Bureau for the state and 
shown as Fig* lf the pereenta§ee of total precipitation supplied bgr snowfall are 
7*8 per cent for the northern, £*2 per cent for the central, and hml per cent for 
the southern section* It mmm that la a hrald state such as Illinois, snowfall 
is of Isport&nee not so mich for tifte aisouat of precipitation or isater It give® 
but rather an the cm! it ions resulting fros. its piiysleal eteracterlstlcs and pro- 
parties#
cmEses Am c o r n u
^ost deads aasi precipitation are ttae result of dynnsic cooling caused t$r 
vertical notion of the air* The only processes that eau cause such mrked ver­
tical motion and cooling In the *t*ospbere are- convection, orographic lifting, 
frontal lifting, ard convergence in a cyclonic area* the mjor controls and 
factors involved in the production of mum for Illinois are the saturating cydenes 
and tbeir accosipaflgftng frontal system, associated air taasses, aid Bind patterns*
1
1* Trewartha, G* T*i An Introduction to eather asd Gliisate, 19hh» 
p. 17S. ----------— ----------------- ------------------
3Ftgur® I#  ^mm +ac*z* ona of stations frost nhieh d»ta war® u»ed
kConnection is at a wlatam in winter and the terrain of Illinois is such that 
orographic effect® are of little significance*
The tsost frequent snowfalls accompany the Alberta and Colorado hams and 
their associated cold frosts# these systems usually mom in from a general west­
erly direction sdtfe well defined cold fronts causing wind shifts fros? southerly 
to westerly or northwesterly, a sharp drop in tessparature, and light to moderate 
precipitation. Snow often continues or even devoirs after the frontal passage 
and fells fk*oss the siratoassfulus clouds that develop in the odd continental polar 
air aasaws bahiad the front* These cyclonic storm seldo» stove far e m g h  south 
to have associated with ttw real isarltispe tropical air m  .the overrunning air 
sass, «£th the .result that neither the air mss mhmd m%X overrunning the cold 
frontal surface nor Hie continental polar air behind the frost have enough asis- 
ture to siake excessive precipitation possible* Nevertheless, strong gusty winds 
often accotupany these storms and Use light, dry* fluffy soon is subject to anch 
blowing and drifting bat soldo's has enough miu®3 to becoae a serious haaard for 
aay length of tins# la Illinois, as la nost of aarthcentral and eastern ifnited 
States, snowfall occurs *iore frequently with north to vest winds, but tbs heavi­
est snowfalls ooae with east to rortbeast surface wlsdta*
the typlml synoptic weather mp with which the heavy snowfalls of Illinois 
are associated features a Texas wave cyclone with a definite w®rs front extending 
eastward from Its center* the low pressure area develops in the Texas-Louisiana 
region and travels northeastward with the low center sovi ng across or Just south 
of Illinois* The wans front separates tee colder continental sir to the north 
from the mrttlm tropical Gulf Air !%ss that is in the mrm sector to the south 
and southeast* The tmrillm air mwm northward m l up the mrm frontal surface 
over the colder denser air below* The continued flow of mrilitso air Is able to • 
soppily Abundant moisture to replace that wbld caaderjses and is precipitated out*
Surface data la tlso northeastern portion of the atom *dll show c^clonic&By 
curved tmtoum and easterly winds blowing toward the low pressure* The saw con­
ing tom th© MriUae air as it rises over the -wars frontcl surface fells t&roa# 
it into tb» colder air belov whetv» it is csiucht the easterly *&»$» and driven 
along by tlmf giving the appaara;.ace of having actually originated within the 
easterly winds* Both the air mass aloft aisl at the surface mist have temperatures 
below flnsoiiag for snow to forss asI continue to exist* If the temperatures near 
the surface are above freesing, the snow melts and reaches the surface as rain*
If the air aloft is above freesing, rain rather than snow sill for* and the tea*- 
peratures near the surface will determine whether it falls as rain or sleet* The 
saying *too cold to snow* has little **eaning since t&e surface temperatures my 
have little relation to the teteperatures of the air mss aloft firm *fcich th® 
snos? is faraed and recipitated* However, it is true that the heaviest snow 
storms usually occur Tsrhaa the tos'paratnre* are Just slightly below freesing* An 
exas^le of the above conditions nay be seen in Ff$». 2 lafaicii shears the radiosonde 
report for Joliet m  January 17 and 18, !?&?• Curve ’"A*1 for 9 ?*?* cm the l?tii 
shows low surface temperatures with Ti&nser air overrunning at a level wte*re pres-* 
sure is about 850 sdllibars (approo£:ieicly £000 feet)* Snow m s  falling £rwt the 
stratus clouds at that level into the colder air below* Twelve hours later 
(Curve S) t&e temperature in the mritlse air aloft had risen to above freesing 
and rain was falling into the colder air below, beco*Bing freesing rain with ice 
and glase covering the surface* hen the cold front of the system passes, the 
winds shift to the west or northwest and often increase in speed* This wind 
change and the sharp te^pernture drop that occurs t&th the strong advectlon of 
cold air cause t!>e severe drifting and blowing snow that so often follows the 
heavy m m  stora* These conditions arc intensified if the frontal i^stets for®
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L^ure 2* iMLmondB reports for Joliet, showing lapse rates on aa adiabatic chart#
an occlusion by the time they reach Illinois* January of 1918 was the most se­
vere month in the dimatological history of Illinois* that year numerous loir 
pressure areas of tte Texas type developed and moved northeastward toward Lake 
trie giving Illinois a series of snowstorms followed lay cold naves* Large amounts 
of snow fell and the low temperatures that followed prevented melting or rapid 
evaporation so that a snow cover persisted for a much longer time than average* 
Figures Uf 5>, and 6 show actual synoptic weather naps illustrating heavy 
snowstorms with the typical conditions of the "Texas Low” described above* Fig*
3 portrays the meaning of the symbols used on Figures U, 5>, and 6* Fig# U shows
1
the weather map for February 28* 1900 at 6*00 A»tl* Central Standard Tims* A
Texas Low had developed, and moved northeast with an occlusion forming Just south
of Illinois* The easterly oosponent of the idnds in advance of the warm front can
be noted* These surface winds are blowing the falling snow from the east although
the air aloft from which the snow is actually railing is moving from the south
and southwest* This storm gave heavy snowfall over most of the state, with 30
inches being recorded at Astoria* This is a rocord for that station and "old
2
timers** agree that it was the biggest snow since 1830, for which there was no 
record* A heavy late snowfall situation is shown fcy the leather map for Harsh 20, 
192k* (Pig* 5) Ten to fifteen indies of snow fell in 2U hours in the region a- 
round St* Louis* This also was a Texas cyclone* The eenter of the low passed 
south of the state and caused only lig^ it to moderate snowfall in the northern 
part* Temperatures at the surface in the southern part of the state were high 
enough to cause tain rather than snow* A third map (Fig# 6) illustrates a heavy 
December V)hh snow# The heavy snow belt of this storm was confined to the north-
1* This map was taken from the ’Historical Series”* In 1900 dew points were not 
indicated, thus their absence on this map*
2* United States Dept* of Agriculturet Climte and Ctoj Service of the V/eat?ier , 
Bureau, Illinois Section, February l2b6, p*' ^ * ~" ~ ----- ™  ■........  r-
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8STATION MODEL AND EXPLANATION 
OF WEATHER FIGURES AND SYMBOLS
WIND FORCE
WIND DIRECTION
AMOUNT OF SKY 
COVERED BY CLOUDS
TEMPERATURE 
PRESENT WEATHER 
DEW POINT 
CLOUD TYPE
cP -  C o n t i n e n t a l  P o l a r  A i r  Mass 
mP -  M a r i t i m e  P o l a r  A i r  Mass 
mT -  M a r i t i m e  T r o p i c a l  A i r  Mass 
w -  Warmer  t h a n  s u r f a c e  
k -  C o l d e r  t h a n  s u r f a c e
Warm F r o n t
C o l d  F r o n t
O c c l u d e d  F r o n t  
S t a t i o n a r y  F r o n t  
CLOUD TYPES
Cumu l us  Humulus  
~ \ * r ~  S t  r a t o c u m u  I us
--------  F r a c t o s t r a t u s  o f  bad w e a t h e r
T h i n  A l t o s t r a t u s  
T h i c k  A I t o s  t r a t u s  
C i r r u s
C i r r o s t r a t u s
VALUE IN MILES PER 
HOUR FOR NUMBERS 
ON BEAUFORT SCALE
A
A
_w
w
Ca I m 
I -  3 
4-7
e -  12
13 -  IP 
I 9 -  2H 
2 5  -  31
SYMBOLS FOR PRESENT WEATHER 
• I n t e r m i t t e n t  l i g h t  r a i n  
Ra i n w i t h i n  l a s t  h o u r  
C o n t  i nuous  l i g h t  r a  i n 
C o n t i n u o u s  he avy  r a i n
I n t e r m i t t e n t  l i g h t  s n o w f a l l  
Snow S hower s  
X  *  C o n t i n u o u s  s n o w f a l l  
S l e e t
Fog
O  Smoke
A r e a s  o f  p r e c i p i t a t i o n
•]
*
$
Figure 3* Station aodel and key to symbols used on figures h , 5$ Cm


Figur® 6* .eather for Joconber 10, 19Uk9 6:30 a*a* (C*S.T*)#
era part of the state since the center of th© stors taowed across the southern 
part* As in the pmomliag mootpXm^ this &or® m s  a Texas type cyclone* The 
occlusion began in Illinois and the heavy precipitation occurred just to the 
aorthoast of the lerr conter*
cespcmmcai. axsraannoGr
The geographical distribution of snowfall over Illinois is shown by Figures
*
1 through 12* Tlsere is a ^neral decrease iSroa the northMost tfeerc the avenge 
annual is over 3k inches to the south and southeast where it is less than 10 
inches* (Fig* 7) This pattern follows, la general, the winter te&peratare dis- 
tribation which mmt be tfee -greatest single factor affecting the pattern* The 
Jarnsry tensperatures at stations in the extresse southern part of the state do not 
average below freesing* This would tend to indicate that Mjuch of the predpita-- 
tlon there would net fall as snow* Sea* of the sinuosities of the lines of equal 
saowf&Il and patterns on the several saaps are* no ioubt, due to the localisation 
ami variations in the individual srtoras and to the differences In the length of 
records for the various stations* An exception to this is tfse narrow belt of 
heavy snowfall at Chicago aid the southeastern shore of Laies ^lehipm W&ere wiads
>
crossini: the Lake tore gained enough extra wjoistur® to develop strntocussulas 
clouds and saor showers* The increase in elevation of the terrain in the north­
western part of the state way be a factor in the increase in snowfall for that 
area*
Only the saoatbs from ;)eoe?aber through 1 larch have enough snowfall to ymrrsmt 
their s^apping* Th© pattern of the Otoeafear raap (Fig* 8} is essentially the sarae 
as the m w m l  with a steady decrease of from. ? inches at Dubuque to 2 inches or 
less in the southeast* An area of less than C indies of snowfall can be noted 
in the extreme nort eastern portion of the state* This appears to be due to the 
relatively high t«np«*ratures acquired la trajectories of the air over Lake
12
13
Jtli
Figure 8* Decoder SnonfaII«
Michigan causing wove of the precipitation to fall as rain in this region than in 
those farther west or south and away from the lake# The precipitation averages 
for December in this region do not show the saao decrease as does the snouffcll 
map* The m &  11 "island" of over 6 indies at Pontiac Is for that single station 
and is the result of several high December values derived tor the greater part 
from individual storsss*
Eocfcford vdth 10 inches has the highest January average* (Fig* 9) *he 
counties of the northwest all have over 8 inches* while there is slightly less 
just to the east of Rockford but the amount again increases to more than 8 inches 
along Lake Michigan* There is a gradual decrease southward to Shaaaeetown where 
the average Is just tinder 2 inches*
The February nap of snowfall (Fig* 10) has the oast irregular pattern of all 
the aonfttly maps* The region of aaxiaua snowfall Is along the Lake Michigan 
shore* especially from Chicago southward* The lake effect* that Is the increased 
cloudiness and lowers caused by warming of the cold polar air aass in the lower 
layers with resulting increase In moisture and steepening of the teaperature 
lapse rate* becomes even wore pronounced in northern Indiana and southwest Michi­
gan* The h inch snowfall Hue extends farthest south during this math than in 
aay other and no station in the state has an average of less than 2*5 inches*
2ven though February is the shortest month* it Is the one of aaxiiauB snowfall for 
the southern third of the state* The rather frequent occurrence of heavy snow 
storas in late February adds to the irregularity of the pattern for this aantfc* 
The distribution of snowfall over the state in March (Fig* 11) reseafeles 
that of January* except for the saaller aaounte* the values varying froa over 6 
indies in the northwest to less than 2 indies in the extreme south* Tea perature 
again appears as the aost important control with auch of the TJarch precipitation 
occurring as rain rather than snow*
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Figure ?. January Snowfall*
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TABLE 3.
AVSU3K AMD *8800, AS0 MOWBUf S A O T W  *80 SXMSBBf SKOWAU,
jbkthhoi ruuraaxs
Station
Tears
of
record
Jan. Feb* M l  A -ril Hay June July Aug* Sept* Get* Rev* Dec. Amsift3
■
frinrtp 6*5 4*9 4*1 0.9 ? 0 0 0 0 0*2 1*2 k#9 22*7
Alodo 4? ISbqeSsbm 22.7 14*5 16*2 9*0 f 0 0 0 f 3*5 9.0 15*0
r-'lnia$UBs f T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3
Average 7*6 7*0 4*9 1*4 T 0 0 0 T 0.2 1*6 6.1 20.8
Aurora 52 32*0 23*6 17*0 13*0 1*0 0 0 f 0*2 3*0 34*0 18.3
?f! rrimaa T t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
Average 6*7 5*9 4*6 0.8 ? 0 0 0 0 0.2 1*4 4*9 2h.S
Davenport* Iowa 47 *1axjb3um 16.8 16*8 24.6 7*8 0.1 0 0 0 0 2*2 12.8 16*3
vlaiimia 0.1 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t
Average 7*9 6*7 6.2 1*4 T 0 0 0 t 0*2 2.1 6*2 30.7
Dixon 1*7 HiodbiQ*- 26.5 17*8 26*5 15*5 t 0 0 0 T 4*5 16*5 17*0
E a t e 1*0 T f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t
Average 8*9 5*9 6*3 1*5 0.1 0 0 0 0 0*6 2.4 6*6 32.3
Freeport 31 Vaadinua 20.8 17.7 27*5 14*0 2*4 0 0 0 T 7*0 11.0 18.0
t^iniKtua o.a T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T t
Average 7*9 7*4 5*9 2.0 t 0 0 0 t 0.4 2*6 5*6 31.8
Oalva 52 ilBxima 22.4 22.1 21.4 14*5 t 0 0 0 1*5 6*1 11*4 17*2
MSjbInhi 0 0*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*5
Tear*
Station of Jan# Feb# inarch April ?Isy June July Aug* Sept* Oct# Bov* Bee* Annual
record
Average ? a 6*? 5*0 0*9 t 0 0 0 t 0*1 1*5 1**9 25*7
Heary 1*9 11®3tdLj3U3BI 20*2 21*0 18*0 e*9 f 0 0 0 0*3 1*5 9*5 20*5
Maianmi 0.2 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 6*6 ii*9 1*3 0*1 0 0 0 f 0*2 2*U 5*6 25*0
Joliet 5& 21*2 22*1* 17*3 n*o 1**5 0 0 0 1*0 3*0 17*2 17*0 ■ c
Min&tmis * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*1
Avt$Hfc||@ 7*0 3*9 3*9 1*1 f 0 0 0 0*1 0*2 0*1* J**7 22.3
Keakakae 31 IJ&sd^ yRa 25*7 I M  16*0 16*3 f 0 0 0 2*5 2*0 7*2 15*7
>?iaijaa# f f 0 o s / 0 0 0 0 0 0 f L
Averajpi 7*1 5*0 1*3 0*1 0 0 0 t 0*2 1*7 5*7 27*9 *
Hareago 1*8 ’Ssjdiaua 28*3 23*7 16*6 9*5 kmB 0 t 0 T 4*0 13*6 21*8
Minlaiuw T f T f 0 , 0 0 • 0 0 0 . 0 t
Aver&iga 6*6 5*8 W 1*0 f 0 0 0 f 0*1 2*0 5*2 25.0
l&Mfc SI llaaclsiSB 19*0 28*0 1L**0 12*0 0*3 0 0 0 2*0 2*0 i3*a 19*5
tEMiSWE * ; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . o . T .
Average 8*3 6*? 1**8 1*6 ? 0 0 0 0 0*3 1*6 5*9 S9.1
?orrison b6 %M x%m m 26*!* tli*0 20*8 11*3 0*6 0 0 0 0*5 k* o 11*5 2U.0
?fjnii«na 0*? 0*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0 ? ,
Average ?*3 6*0 hmh l*u T 0 0 0 f 0*2 1*7 1**9 t$.9
?ronmouth 52 Hn&aum 23*? 18*0 IT* 2 9*0 0*3 0 0 0 1*1 3*2 11*1 06*5,
f t t  ; 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 f ,
Average 9*9 7*3 ?*1 1*9 0*1 0 0 0 0 0*!i 2*8 6*9 36.4
lit* Carrol 32 Hasdjnss 31*0 23.U 2li*8 13*6 3*0 0 0 0 0*1 5*0 13*1 21*2
MiadsRM 0.9 0*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0*14.
Station
lears
of
record
«la». Feb. !!arch April liay June July Aug* Sept.
t •
Oct* lev. Dec*
Average 6.8 6*1 3*9 1*4 t 0 0 0 t f 1.7 3.9 23*8
Ottawa 50 ’^ BdLssai 22.5 22.6 24*9 22.4 0.3 0 0 0 0*2 0.5 15.5 13*1
T f T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
Average 6.0 6*2 3*2 0.8 t 0 0 0 0 T 1.0 *>•0 22*2
Paw 16 MkeSjbui' '’ 14*6 15*0 9*0 7*0 1*5 0 0 . 0 T t 3*1 14*0 -
'^ itdwum 0*5 0.8 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t
Average aa 5*9 h*k 1*1 ? 0 0 0 ? 0.2 1*6 6*5 27*8
Pontiac 44 MajdLaasa 29*0 1S.0 15.0 11*0 0.5 0 0 0 2*5 4*0 a*5 22.0 5*
'Ur&inaa T f T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f
i
Average 10*3 7*2 6*6 1.2 t 0 0 0 0 0*3 2.5 6.2 34*3 V
Hoekford u> ’Saadjsttm 36*1 21*3 23*5 9*0 1*5 0 0 0 T 5*0 14.B 26.6
WkxAmem T 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
Average 7*3 7*3 5.2 1*0 f 0 0 0 t 0.3 2.0 6.2 29*3
Sycaaore -jfiYiatw 29.li 19*0 25*0 7*B T 0 0 0 f 8*0 23.0 32.5
) H M m m v 0.3 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t
Average 6*8 6.5 4*6 1*1 f 0 0 0 0 0*3 1*7 4*9 25*9
Walmit 52 ‘lasdaBsa 27*$ 17*7 17*2 12.6 TT 0 0 0 t 6*3 10.1 22.6
I^ LnlKaai 0.5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t
i m g i a.ii 6*0 6.2 1*4 0.2 0 0 0 r 0.2 1*8 4*9 29*1
laukegan 25 31*6 14*!? 16*1 11*5 2*3 0 0 0 ? 1*7 9.0 12.5
>rin iM T 1*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
cehikal Illinois
Station
Years
ot
record
Jan. Feb. Ifareh April Khjr June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Hov. Dec. Annual
Average 6.2 5.4 4.6 0.9 T 0 0 0 T 0.3 1*5 4.9 23.8
Bloos&ngton 5* tturiawn 26.2 27.5 16.3 10.5 T 0 0 0 0.4 5.0 10.5 15.2
^ isIjhww 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
Average 4.9 5.1 3.4 0*3 f 0 0 0 0 oa 1.2 3.9 18.9
Carlinville St 16.2 22.5 19.5 3.5 3.0 0 0 0 ? 2.0 8.6 17.0
HtaUwi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t
Average 4.7 4.4 3.2 0.2 T 0 0 0 0 0.1 1.0 3*8 17.Ii
Charleston SI 19.9 24.0 18.5 2.0 T 0 0 0 0 1.0 9.2 15*7 L
fEaifsaa * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f
Average 5*3 4.2 3.5 0.4 T 0 0 0 0 0.2 1.4 3.7 18.7
Danville 42 ikssdjiua 19*5 10.9 13.7 4.0 f 0 0 0 t 4.2 11.0 18.7
Mxfamm 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 5*6 4.7 3.7 0.5 oa 0 0 0 0 0*2 1.4 4*3 2Q.U
Decator 52 ?isxiato* 20.5 18.0 30.5 U .0 4.0 0 0 0 ? 4.0 8.3 14.0
SlfttMMi T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
Average 3.4 3.2 r.3 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 T 0.9 3*9 13.6
EfXtn^ iam 38 ''aadsstai 14.5 11.0 11.0 2.5 ? 0 0 0 0 0.2 6.0 15*5
UtaimB 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 5.2 5.2 3.6 1*2 T 0 0 0 . T 0.1 1.1 4.7 21.3
Fairview 17 toximm 13.3 11.7 14.6 10.0 1.0 0 0 0 2.5 1.7 5.o 12.5
T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
Station
Tears
of
record
Feb. March April ISM3T June July Aug. Sept* Oct* Sov. Dec.
It — p 5*U 5. o U.0 0.8 f 0 0 0 0 0.2 1.1* 4.2 21.0
Griggsville 50
___ 17.6 30*8 20*2 11*0 T 0 0 0 ? 3*0 13.0 16.3
T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f
Average 6*0 l*$ U*o 0.7 T 0 0 0 0 0.2 1*1 4*3 20.8
Havana 5* 'lexleitoi 22.9 Hi*2 20.5 11*5 T 0 0 0 ? 3*5 9.7 15.2
Uinimt T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ?
Average 4*3 W6 3*0 0*3 0 0 0 0 T 0*7 3.8 16.7
Hillsboro 52 1-ISaElsSKBE 16*0 22.0 22.? t 5*0 0 0 0 0 1*8 7.3 18.0
?!lais#ia 0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
L
Average 6*3 5.5 3*7 1*1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0*2 1.8 5.5
Heopaton & IJkcIm m 18*0 31*9 1S.0 12.0 2.5 0 0 0 t 3.5 12.0 18*6
SSj& mk f f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f
Average 6*1 3*2 3.6 0.3 T 0 0 0 •0 0.1 1.4 5*0 18.?
Jacksonville n 15.5 u 12.5 U0 T 0 0 0 f 1.0 7*0 16*0
! & o£nmi 0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ?
Average 6.9 6.1 4.9 1*1 ? 0 0 0 f 0*4 1.6 5*1 26.1
La Harp© 52 'iaxlBua 27.0 30.5 18.0 12.0 x*5 0 0 0 3*1 9*0 8.0 17.2
T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
Average 5*6 U*3 3.9 0.6 T 0 0 0 T 0*2 1*5 5.2 21.3
Lincoln to ifax3.HIUEi8 18*3 2W0 21.0 7*8 T 0 0 0 f 2.8 8.0 21*5
r?iniiaua 0 f T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
Average 4*2 k*2 2.2 0.2 f 0 0 0 0 T 0.4 3.5 Ut.7
Palestine 50 ftndiwg 18.5 19.5 lb.5 6.0 T 0 0 0 T 0.5 5*0 14*0
'fLnirmim T f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Years
Station of Jan# Feb* ’torch April ?Say Juno July Aug# Sept# Oct# Nov# Doe* Annual
record
£%Wx9m 4*6 4*6 2.6 0.2 0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.9 4.0 17.1
Pam 1*9 raxlima 16.9 16.0 15.5 3*0 2.5 0 0 0 0 2.0 9.0 16.3
WLtdmm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
Avora h« 4.0 4*1 3*2 0,2 T 0 0 0 0 ? 1.2 4.9 18.4
Paris 50 29*0 16#3 m*6 4.0 T 0 0 0 0 0.1 10.0 17.0
TlTf itf — n f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 5*3 3*9 3*5 i.i T 0 0 0 0 0.1 1*0 4*5 19.4
Quincy % Ifcxisiua 17.3 16.9 17.5 13*0 T 0 0 0 0 3*6 5.5 1T.0
'Inisua 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t
h
Average 5.2* 4*3 2.9 0.6 0 0 0 0 f T 1.4 4.6 19.2 ^
Roberts 20 Vjaxkmm 13*3 7*6 10*7 4.0 f 0 0 0 1.0 T 9.3 13.2
T 1.2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t
Avor&gg* S.6 4.1 3*6 , 1.0 f 0 0 0 0 0.3 1.0 4.5 20.1
Ivugbvtlle 49 !laxisu® 14*5 21.0 17*5 18*0 T 0 0 0 0 4.0 8.4 14. <3
!':^iniiau® f f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Avamga 3*9 3*1 2.6 0.3 T 0 0 0 0 0.1 1*0 3.7 lfi.7
m t e  Hall FJaadtraast 9.5 12.5 10.7 6.2 f 0 0 0 0 1*0 13*5 12.1
lUniisam 0 f 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
• m m u m  illbms • *
Average 3.2 3*0 1.4 T T 0 0 0 0 7 0*3 2.5 10.it
Anna 34 Maximal 22.0 12*5 9.5 0.7 ¥ 0 0 0 0 T 4.0 16.7
WSudsmm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Station of Jan. Fob. Harcfe April &gr t a  Jnly Aug. Sept* Oct* Hor* Dec# Anmjal
record
Avevttga 3*5 3*9 2.5 0 .1 f 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.5 t.8 13*4
Carbondale 38 W&dbs&M 25*3 14.3 16*9 3*0 f 0 0 0 0 4.0 6.5 12.8
i^nifaun 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 6.7 5*9 4.6 0.8 t 0 0 0 0 0.2 1.2 4.9 24.3
Davenport 4? * Haxls&ni 17 *T 17.7 24.8 7.8 0.1 0 0 0 f 2.2 10.8 16.3
viniwua 0 .1 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
Average 3*2 3*6 1*9 0.1 T 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 2.7 12.0
>aquoin 39 26*0 16.8 16.5 4.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 5*0 4.7 15.0
HIsIhrm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 3*6 3*9 2.1 0 .2 f 0 0 0 0 0 .1 0.4 2.9 13.? v
Fairfield 30 19*6 19.5 12.0 4*0 f 0 0 0 0 3*5 4*0 14.7 I
IHniM® 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 3*1 4 .0 2*.? 0.2 f 0 0 0 0 0 .1 0.5 3*0 13*1
flora 50 21.4 19.0 14*0 2.2 T 0 0 0 0 1.5 7*5 10.7
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 2.7 2.5 1.9 0*2 f 0 0 0 0 t 0.1 2.6 10.O
Golconda 23 Mfe’srlwi^ 17*0 9.4 11.5 5*5 T 0 0 0 0 f 1*0 7.0
i^nlmtea 0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 2.9 4*1 2*0 T t 0 0 0 0 0*2 0.7 2.4 12.3
Harrisburg 28 "ft ^.1 "H lilf «MhM 12.5 14*1 7*3 0*9 f 0 0 0 0 6.2 6 .0 8*9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 5*4 4*0 U.2 0*7 f 0 0 0 0 0.1 1*1 4*3 19*8
Louisiana, 33 Itaxismai 19.0 15*4 n * 6 10*4 T 0 0 0 0 2.0 12.1 14.5
'Tinisaea 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o a
Station
Years
of
record
Jan* Fob* t'arch April ay June July Aug* Sept* Oct* Nov. Dec* Annual
Aferags 3.6 3.9 2.0 0*3 T 0 0 0 0 o a 0.6 2*9 13.4
'cLeansboro 5* Maadaua 25.0 14.0 13.5 5*o T 0 0 0 0 6.5 5.8 13.2
itlniatURi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
v^oragj© 4.5 5.5 3 a 0.3 T 0 0 0 0 T 0.7 3.7 17.8
’-aseoutah 5b U ndm 16*0 22.5 28.0 6.0 1.9 0 0 0 0 0.4 4*6 12*8
!-9Lnisiua 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 4*7 4.3 2.4 0.1 T 0 0 0 0 o a 0.4 3.5 15.5
-rt« Carrael 38 BKdUWIE 32*0 22.5 17.0 2.5 T 0 0 0 0 4.0 2.5 19.0
l&ninaa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 4.8 4.8 3*1 0*3 T 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.7 4.2 18.0
Olnoy & ESKXtaum 24*5 16*5 21*2 6.0 1.7 0 0 0 0 2.2 5*3 12.4
’•luimm T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Avoids go 3.6 4.0 3.0 0.2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 3.9 16.0
Salim 15 HKXlm 9.7 12.1 10.9 2.1 0.7 0 0 0 0 T 2.9 11.2
f&ofeiua 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T
Average 1.9 3*5 0.1 T 0 0 0 0 0 T 0.3 1*9 7.7
Shawneetown 15 'taadaassi 11.0 10.9 13.0 T 0 0 0 0 0 T 4.0 8.0
T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 3.4 3.3 3.1 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 ? 0.6 3.2 13.7
Sparta 37 ItnriUMR 16.4 18.5 25.4 2.8 T 0 0 0 0 1.0 4.5 9.5
1‘inimus 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Average 3.4 5.5 4.8 T 0 0 0 0 0 r 0.6 4.9 19.2
Waterloo 11 Faartmaa 12.5 10*2 13.5 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 t 3.3 11.5
wtirt— 0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
-8
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whether «?gr lonz period trends exist by plotting graphs awle of sliding five jeer
1
averages* live year averao^s ^re chosen with the thought that a shorter period 
average «ould overeEpSyisiae individual years or stems ehlle longer averages, say 
10 years, would tend to smooth out atari hide the unusual Individual influences#
In an attenpt to reveal the may differences in sacmfsll in Illinois, seven 
stations «fere selected to be gm±md on a five year sliding average* luring cer­
tain years or groups of years the aiaounts were so nearly the for tb# differ* 
east stations that it became nscessnry to use two graphs# The selection of sta­
tions m a  msde ^ lth the ids® of reflecting the differences from north to south, as 
■wall as uest to cast. In the first graph (rig. 135 the stations of iubuque, 
Peoria, Terre ?isute, and Cairo ere used, while in V m  other Chicago, Spciagflold, 
it* tads, a;.d Cairo are considered#
Th© nost striking feature of t2te graphs is the amount of variance and lack 
of sysreetry* Dubuque has four definite peaks shoesi as of the entires for 1C98-99, 
1909*10, 19?>58t and l?UL-o2# It should be ressesfeered that each of th© yeare 
sheen 1s the middle yoar of the five year period# Therefore, the 19ijM£ value 
is the average of the live years trsm. 1 9 3H0  three#* I943**44# In this peak, the 
assount of 39*2' inches is as high as the avera e of eoor of the five year .groups 
in the fift^four year record and represents a tin® in nMch four of the five 
years considered had &bove average snowfall* In contrast to this, the peak re — 
resented by the 1909-1^ nld~five year value is equally hi & but is the result of
1* To construct sliding five year averages the first five yearly vs lues were 
averaged ^ad that value given for the middle or tJiird year* The next £ year 
value is computed by dropping the veins for the first year and addine the 
value for the rasrt or sixth year, an! finding the nean for those $ years# 
the ass 5 year Been is asel&KKi to Use Middle year of th© group* This pro­
cess is continued until the i#*9&© record is accomplished* A graphical rep­
resentation is present©! by plotting the 5 year values on rectangular co­
ordinates, nslnc tir» in years as the abscissa and indies of saeefall as 
the ordinate#
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SNOWFALL VARIATION
5 —  YEAR SLID ING AVERAGE 
DUBUQUE.... PEORIA----  TERRE H AU TE___CAIRO.
Figure 13* Snowfall variations over the years*
osxly two very snosy years, (1209-10 and 1911-12) and three other years that 
actually had belmt noriaal snorf-sll amounts* Four definite sixxlMBi periods are 
indicated with the period of lowest fls* year saesfall occurring throegfr 1912-13 
to 1916-17• during thst ties only one year of the five had m  imch as the aver­
age atount of mow mid indicates a definite period of decreased snosrf&ll* The 
next earkod dip in the Jtftuqoe ijmph oeeors at the 1922-23 i^d^ -valuse* ’ibis dip 
is due primarily to the ll;:$st s&ok&H of 192lr2$ which had only 11*0 inches as3d 
le the lowest value of the #sole record* The felloslrcg year had 56 inches m d  
is the greatest zmmnt recorded in a single year* This Is to say then tfe?t the 
low vlue given for the 193M3 dip on the chert reflect® ®n earfcroise year rather 
than a period of snowfall* *hile it is true there are four peak values and four 
obvious low points there is little relation in tisae bcitwean the pmks or between 
the 1cm points or in the fciae between the peeks and the following low points*
The Peoria curve reveals as sue:, irregularity as the one for Dubuque bat no 
striking sir&larity to it* B*m though- Peoria has a longer record than Dubuque 
only tifo definite periods of beany sooafal1 are ladiested and only one- of these 
occurs sSseltejBBowelar witfe a Dubuque t m t o #  the highest five year value for 
Peoria mm recorded for the period- frm  1/S5-26 to 1929-30 aid contains the hh 
inches for tee year l?25-26# the btgheet annual value over observed for that 
station* Any of the five ymr periods including that year will neosssarily be 
influenced by that single hi$i figure and will tend to show above average snow*- 
fall* Hie peak indicated V  the 1912-13 s&d-value m s  an actual period of great- 
©r snowfall in tahich five consecutive years had above normal counts recorded but 
no single year was abnormally high* The tisse of least snowfall for Peoria was
1* Hereafter when year is mentioned, it vill refer to the last half of one and 
the first half of the succeeding year rather than a calender year*
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was In the la te  l88o*g rather t tom In the 1930*8 or 19hOH as acsse "old tite rs *  
tssight have us believe* The five year period fron 188?~8£ to 1901*02 m s a period 
of reel snowfall deficit# with each of the five years ha^ng only 60 to 73 per 
cent of the nor*3al amount*. The second period of ertreaely Ixm values me from 
lf® >-tl to 19?£-26 in which a ll years were sub normal and the. winter of 1920-21 
had the record low of only 0.6 inches* The aTsount of snowfall in  the early and 
adddle 1#i0*s has only been surpassed ia  two other periods of si?d.lar length since 
1S86*.
Observations at Terre Ikute were begun in 1901 at Indiana State College, at 
a ti e when the aaouata were greater thsn they toe been at any tisse since* 
Actually the first sinter of this peak period w&s mil belos? normal with only 
10*3 inches but the third and fifth, winters had the hig^ iest values of the entire 
record and were the results primarily of tan atoms, one in January of 190t* ani 
the other in ' “arch of 1906* It is easy to see h w  if averages were published then, 
representing a short record, were compared with averages published forty-five 
years later that one could incorrectly deduce a mrked change toward decreasing, 
snowfall amounts* The peak at the beginning period at Terre Haute is not reflect­
ed la any of the other three stations*. The sini ^ us value falls at the 1920-21 
s&d-flve year value and represents five years of low snosrfall amounts, including 
the atcolute adalau* of hm9 laebee *fei«& fell In the 1919-20 winter* The 1920-21 
nld-vnlue, likewise, represents the a&nXacaa for Cairo, St* Louis and Springfield 
and show with little doubt that It was a period of lignt snowfall for all of 
southern ani central Illinois*
Cairo, having low averages, atycasa less fluctuat ions aid the steadiest condi­
tions of any of the stations shown on either FL*> 13 or M g *  lb* Tbs nwwpilan 
to this is the peak period shown by entries for to 1920-21* This again
was not so m u b  a periotl of heavy snowfall but rather one extreme s & h s q u ,  1217—IS
3*
which 0tm  Cairo hi ml inches of snot? wad sma severe m m $i that it most have 
caused sosie of Ukj ^old tissers* to »?undor if the were jotting worse*
T«» graphs appeartag as fig# IU, like &$» 13, shorn tSm extrmm momt of 
variation thnt Joes occur in the five year periods but Tails to clearly indicate 
any perasneixt treed toward wr© or loss awcfaH* St« Louts coae© closer to is*- 
dic&tiag. a treM th* u any other station* A rather mrked and continued increase 
la shown froa the beginning of the record uo to area**! 1910 to 1915* this is fol­
lowed bp a decline of varying degrees »f Intensity even to the present* the peak 
period of 1915-11 to l?lir-15> contains the sUMfetws record of 6?*6 inches which oc­
curred in the winter of 1911-12 and the 1*3*2 inches of 1913~H+* Both of these
winters were preceded mid followed by winters of normal or below norsa&l snowfall*
i
It• can ©Iso be noted that this peak period m s  not coincident with the m x l m  of 
the other station* and is the only tine in ■shich St* Louis recorded more snore? than 
Terre Haute, The best correlation of m y  tso stations is sheen for 5t* Louis and 
Terre Haute thnmgjb t£*e X920*m  and l$30fs* during ttse mrss winter of X?31~32, 
ot* Louis recorded only 0.7 of an inch of enow* It m y  wall be that the St# Louie 
data suggests that this area is in a ssarginal sons rather than suggesting &ny long 
tern change involved, a sone such t^ sat any of the controls, whether latitude, 
continentality, individual stores, stem track, or air masses involved can in  acy 
on® season oxert it s  affects more strongly or ibr a greater period o f tin s*
CMca^o shows two periods of heavy snowfall, the ad4dlle lS90»s and the late 
1920*a, and two periods of light snowfall* the uost definite period of low snow 
fall was the early 1920*s, a period of generally 1 1 #  snow for the whole state, 
except the area near Jubuque* T^entyeeven of the SB sdd—values plotted £ v m  
higtser values for ubuqne then CMcsgO* .'hicago and mbuque have nearly the sane 
average annual ana/fall but a perusal of the two curves, or of the actual data 
shows little in the fay of sferUting similarity of contrast on a year to year basis*
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It m y  be *k2ad that the effect of the Great Lakes or* precipitation in general is 
to greatly increase the number of days of precipitation but to Increase total pre~ 
cipitatioa ealy slightly, If any*v flpfftagfield had a period of heavy snowfall be~ 
idnalng about 1910 s&d t o periods of light sjjow, occurring in the l890»s and the 
early 1920*s* Tli© hi ;-ost five year mtogmge mo® thzt eatored for the 1913-14 aid** 
value* ifour of ttae five years Iwd above aornl taaovfall azsl tlse ’*3 ladies of 
1913-1- is the highest of the 63 year record* the ae&son folia dag this five year 
period had aaly 6.2 inches, tbs lo- -.eat on record, sad w  responsible for the 
sharp dip ia tha curve for the 1?XV1£ vslue* xcept for the period of generally 
light snowfall In the early 19*Gfs there is little similarity between 3prlagfl>M 
and Peoria other than at the beglaaiag and emiiag of tha t^o curves* Cairo had, 
as is to be ex^ctea, little saw throughout its record with the periods of light 
snow being less conspicuous than the peak pcariod c used by the 47*7 inches of 
snow that Hell in the severe 191T-*15 winter*
Snowfall by souths and years, fron the beginning of the records threagb 194? 
for thirteen selected s ta t ic s  in  Illin o is  and adjoining states, appear as fable 
U
snow c o m  t m  i m  r m m m m
k mmsmf wiafcer is  often rarasusaad to be a cold one although this is  not oee- •
essarily the case* ffoeever* the lade of &mm is often one of the results of a
% .
■slid s&nter. 1 a m  cover often has a proaoaaoeri effect on Kir temperatures*
Snow Is a poor conductor of beat and insulates the air frost the heat that s&i&t 
otherwise be radiated to it from the earth* At the saste ttm  the sosw surface 
itself becomes increasingly colder since 70 to 90 per cent of the isolation reac*j~ 
lag it is reflected and the heat it contains is lost rapidly by radiation* Thus 
the severest cold wvo® usually are associated with a snosr cover as are local
3?
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TABLE J.
Tear Jaa. Feb. liar. Apr. Ilay Jvm July Aug. UClMI Ho*. Doc.
im 14.0 6.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.7 1.8 46.1
1696 5.0 13.0 2.6 2.1 0 0 0 0 0 f T 3.8 26.5
1897 9.2 10.0 5.1 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 14.8 39a
1898 15.1 18.5 5.1 T 0 0 0 0 0 3.6 2.9 1.3 46.5
1899 3.3 6 a 6.1 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 3.5 19.0
1900 4.9 12.9 10.8- 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.3 2*4 38.8
1901 9.0 11.3 12.0 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.9 3.0 40.2
1902 8.3 2.9 1.4 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 12.1 24.7
1903 1.5 6.2 2.6 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 9.2 19.9
1904 4.8 6.2 8.0 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 15.5 36.0
1905 9.6 16.6 9.3 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 9.6 45.3
1906 7.5 7.7 6.4 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 T 4.4 0.6 27.6
1907 4.4 6.8 1.9 1.6 T 0 0 0 0 0 2.1 3.8 £0.6
1908 7.9 13*6 T oa 0 0 0 0 0 0 oa 4.9 26.6
1909 10*0 6.9 4.7 1.7 0.3 0 0 0 0 oa 3.5 17.7 44.9
1910 22.1 . 4.6 T 7.6 0 0 0 0 0 oa 1.7 5*1 41.2
1921 6.7 7.7 1.1 5.4 * 0 0 0 0 0.5 2.9 7*4 31*7
1912 5.8 ia*o 16.7 5.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 oa 0.4 46.0
1913 9.0 4.9 5.0 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 f t 19.3
1914 6.7 21.5 0.9 t 0 0 0 0 0 f ? 14.6 33.7
1915 5.0 5 ^ 8.5 T 0 0 0 0 0 ? 2.8 2.0 23.9
1916 7.1i 7.4 8.9 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 l a 6.0 30.8
1917 8.2* 1.7 2.5 2*4 1.0 0 0 0 0 3.2 0.5 8.0 26.7
1918 17.5 5.3 iJ* s.:. 0 0 0 0 0 T 2.0 10.7 ¥>.3
1919 2.3 13.S 3.0 oa 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*4 12.6 32.9
1920 10.5 6.7 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 oa 1.4 5.6 31.2
1921 3.0 2.9 t 10.1 0 0 0 0 0 T 7.0 3.8 26.8
1922 2.8 2a 3.8 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.2 3.4 13.3
1923 U5 4.8 30.8 1.0 T 0 .0 0 0 1.4 3.0 7.3 42.8
1924 4.3 8.6 10.1 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 3.5 27.9
1925 1.2 2.7 3.0 0 f 0 0 0 0 3.9 11.0 10.2 32.0
1926 7 *h 7.8 12.9 2.8 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 8.2 4.8 44.3
1927 4.9 3*4 2.7 4.8 0 0 0 0 0 f 1.4 3.3 20.5
19£S 0.7 3.0 3.7 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.5 0.9 13*6
1929 34.3 8.0 2.7 0.2 t 0 0 0 0 3.0 0.7 6.3 48.0
1930 21.1 3.6 5.4 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 T 3.3 7.6 43.0
It
Tear Jab* Fab. !Sar. A j a r . ♦ang—.—n^ jr June July A u g . Sept. Oct. He*. Dee.
1931 7*9 1*4 1B.1 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 5*7 33.1
1932 30. 0.4 14.5 * 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 0.8 2*7 22.1
1933 1.1 5*2 7*8 1.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*7 6.2 2l*.l»
1934 1*6 6.9 1*3 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 7*3 18.2
1935 7*1 9.2 8.8 f 1*3 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 8*9 36.3
1936 15.5 17*8 3*0 5*7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*9 u s 1*9.7
1937 3*2 S.3 4*7 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0*3 5*9 9*1 31.7
1938 6.3 1*6 5*6 5*7 f 0 0 0 0 f 5*7 7*3 32.2
1939 5.6 13*3 U*8 T 0 0 0 0 0 * f * 30.7
191*0 17.2 9*9 5*8 1*5 ? 0 0 0 0 0 4*? 6.5 25.6
i9ta 8.0 3*5 ia.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 12.1 2*2.1
1942 10.9 3*9 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ T 5*8 8.7 29.6
1543 25.7 3*9 5*6 f 0 0 0 0 0 t T 0.2 35.2*
1944 3*3 6.3 7*a 0*6 f 0 0 0 0 0 3*0 14*8 35.8
1945 10.6 9.8 f ? T 0 0 0 0 0 9*6 6.9 36.9
191*6 2.1 4*3 7*9 » 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 4*2 18.0
19b? 22.9 3*5 Q*k 3*0 T 0 0 0 0 0 10.2 4*o i*i*.0
Avg* 8.6 6.8 6.2 1*5 f 0 0 0 0 0*3 2.6 6.5 32.5
8E L & T T
1897 **. *• 6.7 5.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.2 7*7 24*6
1898 16.7 ll|*0 3*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*0 4*2 2*2 43*6
1899 3*0 . . . . 4.0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .7 7*7
1900 **». ruo 7*5 6.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*2 5*0 32.7
1901 10.2 16.9 5*5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 »..« 32.6
1902 6.0 . . . . T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . 6*0
1903 ***. 2.3 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 0.7 21.0 24*0
190!* 11.5 7*0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15*2 33*7
1905 U.7 12*3 11*0 1*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 3*0 32a
1906 6~Z 3*4 6.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f t . . . . 15*6
190', 5.5 5*8 0.S 0 1.0 0 0 *•** 0 0 2L0 . . . . 14*1
190G 6.7 17*4 **** T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*aO 28.1
1909 . . . . 6.0 2*0 *..* 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*0 31.!* 41*4
1910 . . . . f * 4*0 0 0 0 0 0 t T 9.5 13*5
1911 6.6 7*3 0*3 4*3 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 7*5 7.5 34*0
1912 5*2 5*o 12*3 a.o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 1.0 33*0
1913 6.0 6.0 5*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 f f 1S.0
1911 .*.* ? T 0 0 0 0 0 t f 13.2 13*2
1915 u s 1*8 7*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 1*5 2.1 17*7
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Tear Jan. F ob, Sow Apr* I-Sagr Jim© J u ly  Aug. SepW  O c t. 'Joy. a)©€*
19X6 it.5 7.5 6*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q*8 2.2 21.0
1917 TVO 1.2 c*a T 0 0 0 0 0 5*0 * 6*8 20.8
m s 37.0 W 1*5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 5*5 2*8.5
1919 3.0 U.7 *»*. 0 0 0 0 0 . . . . 0 0*7 1U5 22.9
1920 9.2 3.5 1*0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 * h+Q 17.7
1921 2.5 0.5 * . . * 11.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*7 3*0 18.7
1922 **.. 0.5 1*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 5*0 7.0
1923 5.0 7mk 17.0 3*5 T 0 0 0 0 1*0 0 T 33.9
192h lUo 10.0 $.0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*5 3*5 33.0
1925 5.0 1.5 1*5 0 r 0 0 0 0 3*0 5.0 6*6 22.8
1926 7.5 9mO 19.3 5.0 0 0 0 0 0 t ii.0 3*5 1*8.3
1927 9.0 5.0 1.5 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 1*0 19.0
1926 0.8 2.5 li*0 U.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 1*0 13.3
1929 10.7 5.0 0.8 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 li.0 1.0 1*7 23.7
1930 16.5 3.0 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*5 3*3 26.3
1931 6.S* 2.8 13.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12*0 3^2
1932 2.0 1.3 13*9 ? 0 0 0 0 0 ? 0.5 2*8 20.5
1933 C.2 9.5 1D.1 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 f 0*7 U*0 25.2
1931 T 2.0 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9.2 12.2
3535 9.0 9.2 9#0 t 2*0 0 0 0 0 0 3.0 5*0 37.2
1936 16.0 23.0 3*0 10.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 luO 57.0
1937 2.0 h.7. h.7 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*2 it*0 16.6
1938 3.5 1.5 Urn 0 Uo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 2*0 15.5
1939 6.0 6.3 9*0 m 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 0*2 23U5
m o 11.5 15.2 M . . . . 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 * 6*5 3*0 tt.5
m i 9.0 hm$ 6.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 6*0 2i>.5
m 2 7.5 I».0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*5 7.5 21.5
m 3 19.0 * * * * 6*5 T 0 0 0 0 f f 0.5 Y 26*0
19& 1 .5 7*0 6*5 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.8 9*0 25.8
m s 6 .7 6*2 0 T T 0 0 0 0 0 2*8 7.9 23.6
m 6 0 .2 e .o 7*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 10.2 25.U
19U7 18.5 1*2 2*8 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13*5 2*7 39.7
t o t 7.8 6*2 5*1 1*3 f 0 0 0 0 0*3 1*1* 5*8 27,9
CHICAGO
1895 15.4 l!i.Q 5.2 **** T 0 0 0 0 0 lii*5 3 *k 1*2*5
1396 2.0 27.3 8.9 T O 0 0 0 0 3*0 Ii*2 1*3 U7.?
1397 13.1 1^ 4*0 11.2 0*9 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 6*2 1*6. 0
39
Tear Jan. Fob. fits'* Apr. "ay June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Ikrr, Sec. Annual
1898 15*9 13*7 1.0 T 0 0 0 0 0 f 1*8 2*7 35A
189? 2*6 3*5 7.2 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 3*5 16*8
1900 0*3 22*6 6*8 3*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*1 3*6 39*0
1901 9*2 21*1 5*9 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 4*5 40.8
1902 6*2 5*5 2*1 0*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*5 5.3 19.7
1903 5»o 19.5 0.7 3*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.2 18*6 49*2
1904 11*0 13*1 114*3 f 0 0 0 0 0 T 1 6*7 45.4
1905 8,5 13*7 4*5 0*2 ? 0 0 0 0 t T 2.8 37.7
1906 2.9 5*0 9*0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 t 2*8 0*3 20.0
190? 10.9 10.0 2*1 1.9 1*3 0 0 0 0 0 3*0 12*8 40.0
1908 13*2 19.8 Wl * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*9 2.7 36.7
1909 a*7 10a 3*e 0*3 T 0 0 0 0 0 t 19a 42*0
1910 14.8 2*8 f 6.9 0 T 0 0 0 ? 1*3 9.2 35.0
1911 2*2 10.ll 4*9 2*4 0.1 0 0 0 0 ? 1.2 7*8
1912 7*1 9.9 15.5 0*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1* t 33.0
1913 7*8 5.5 7*0 f 0 0 0 0 0 1*9 T 2.7 22*9
1914 14*0 7.2 1.2 Owl 0 0 0 0 0 t f a*ii 31.7
1915 6*5 0.5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 9.2 20*5
1916 2*7 a*0 5*5 0 0 t 0 0 0 0 T ‘ 0.1 7.1 23*4.
1917 9*9 4*5 2.1 f ? 0 0 0 0 1.3 1*5 9*0 20*3
im 42*5 8*4 1.4 ? 0 0 0 0 0 T 0b5 8*0 61.6
191? 1*8 6*6 11.0 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 6*2 ?jjJi
1920 12*0 1*7 3.3 6*4 0 0 0 0 0 0*2 1*3 4*4 29.3
1921 3*2 0*2 f 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 f 1.6 4*2 9.7
1922 2*0 0*9 2*£ f 0 0 0 C 0 0 0.2 2*4 8.3
1923 4*4 8*0 5*3 0*6 0*6 0 0 0 0 0*7 T 1*6 2X.2
1921; 5*7 7*7 11*9 T f 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 3.3 29.6
1925 6.8 4*7 3*1 0 t 0 0 0 0 1*2 2*3 6.2 2l*.3
1926 3*9 9*0 23a 6*6 0 0 0 0 0 f 3.9 5*5 52.0
1927 12*2 1 4 o.lt 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 4*9 10.0 29.3
192S 0*2 8*5 8.3 1*0 0 0 0 0 T 0 T 3*6 21.6
1929 17.2 8*6 0.7 T f 0 0 0 0 0.7 0*1 20*2 U7.5
1930 13*9 1.5 21.6 f 0 0 0 0 0 T U7 3.2 U2*l
1931 2*1 0*4 13.8 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*2 5.6 23.1
1932 1*9 5*7 11.3 f 0 0 0 0 0 T 0*6 7*3 26.7
1933 0.9 12*7 6*5 0*1 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 1*1 7a 28.7
1934 0.3 9*3 7*3 f 0 0 0 0 0 T t 27.4 iii.3
1935 6*0 6*7 4*5 0*6 T 0 0 0 0 T 0.5 8*2 26.5
1936 11.6 32.7 2*0 4*& 0 0 0 0 0 f 0.6 0.£ 32.5
1937 2* 1* 3*1 4*8 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 X 2.7 3.4 16.7
1936 6*3 5*4 2*3 13*6 0 0 0 0 0 r 0.2 3*5 31.8
ko
Tear ?«b* I&ar* Apr* Wap Jxsne July Aug* Copt* Oct* :iov* Dec*
1939 2b*7 5*1 0*3 0*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*4 0*5 31*1
191*0 B*6 <12*9 6*3 ■ oa 2*2 0 0 0 0 0 lb* 8 b*l b?*0
1920. 10*7 11*2 11*7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5*2 1*7 bo*5
19U2 W 9*2 9*1 T O 0 0 0 T T 5*0 S*6 36*5
191*3 20*5 0*6 9*5 0*5 0 0 0 0 0 O f T , 31*1
mi* 4*0 11*5 7*2 T 0 0 0 0 O 0 0*8 12*9 36*b
191*5 U .2 b*3 1*0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0*2 10*0 25*5
191*6 2*8 7*3 o*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7*0 17*6
191*7 10*2 2*2 10*3 f T 0 0 0 0 0 6*2 6a 35*0
t m s*u 8*5 6*2 1.0 1*0 0 0 0 T 0*2 1*7 6*4 32*7
KBDflBK* 1:am
1901 0*3 6*6 1*1 0*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 oa 3a U*b
1908 5*5 0*2* 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*9 6a 13*9
1903 3*0 6*1 0*2 6*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*2 2*2 22 *8
190k B*8 3*1 b*7 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 C 3*7 20*3
1905 k*& 13*3 ? 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 t f 0*6 19*5
1906 6*6 3*5 10*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b*5 oa 25*2
190? 6+9 1*3 3*0 f f 0 0 0 0 0 T 3*6 1WJ
1908 5*0 13*5 0 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 1**0 22*5 ’
1909 b*6 6*o 0*3 f ? 0 0 0 0 T f S.3 19*2
1910 1*2 1*3 0 f 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 oa 2*6
1911 3*5 1**6 oa 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 2*0 3*0 13*2
1912 3*4*r*t a*b 10*5 t 0 0 0 0 0 T ? f 22*3
m 3 U.5 11*7 1*6 t 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 5*0 22*8
x m 1.8 12*3 T ? 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 T 13*0 27*1
1915 6.2 1*0 7*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T •3*0 17*2
1916 3.0 5*0 1*6 f 0 0 0 0 0 2*0 T 2*6 lii*2
191? 0*1 1*0 * 2*5 t 0 0 0 0 T t , 6*0 9*6
1910 s*o 0*5 f ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*6 lb*5 23*6
1919 0*1 5*1 0*2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*6 0*5 7*5
1920 3*8 0*3 3*3 3*6 0 © 0 0 0 ? f 2*1 18a
1921 7.6 3*2 T 0*9 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*5 3*5 16*7
1922 3*5 2*1 2*9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*3 9*6
1923 7*3 0*8 6*3 T T 0 O 0 0 T 3*7 ia 19*2
192b 9*0' 12*0 ?a T 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 7.8 35*9
1925 5*6 5*6 1*7 0 0 0 0 0 0 6*6 b.7 10*8 35*0
1926 5*8 3*2 17*9 9*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 6*3 5.7 bea
la
Tear Jaa* Feb* Har* Apr* Hfcgr June Aug* Sept* Oct* $<nr* Dee* Annual
1927 12*6 1*2 0*9 T 0 0 © 0 0 0 Y 6*7 19*1*
im 0*8 1*7 3*1 2*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*3 2*3 10*5
1929 9*4 5*6 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*4 0*4 7*7 23*7
1930 16.lt 1*0 0*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y 0*1 0*7 18*1*
i m 1*2 0*1 15*9 Y 0 0 0 0 C 0 1*0 3.5 21*7
m 2 1*7 2*1 it*a 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 Y 3*3 6*6 18*5
m i 0*6 5*a 3*1 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y o*4 9*9
w % 0*4 S*1 9*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y 6*5 24*5
m $ 2*3 1*0 1*6 2*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y 6*8 Hi*2
x m 14*6 5*5 Y 2*9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 1*3 21**8
m t 3*3 3*6 0*8 ¥ 0 0 0 0 0 T 5.5 0*9 12**1
i m 2*1 10*7 f 12*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 2*6 28*9
1939 3*2 0*? Y I 0 0 0 0 0 Y T 5*9 10*6
1940 5*4 2*5 3*7 0*9 8 0 0 0 0 0 3.S 0*1 16*1*
i m 10*1 o*5 1*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*1 1*1* 14*6
1942 1*6 4*7 Y Y 0 0 0 0 Y T 2.2 11*5 20*0
1943 8*5 4*9 3*8 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 5*7 23*1*
1944 0 6*3 3*7 0 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 7*9 3.3*5
m s 9*9 1*T 3*2 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 6*8 22*1
1*5 3*1 2*0 0*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 8*2
im 3*5 0*5 5*3 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 3*5 13*8
AW# 5*0 4*3 3*0 1*1 Y 0 0 0 0 Y 1*0 4*2 ie*6
vmrm t*
1885 1B*0 10*0 0*2 0*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n*o 26*3
1086 17*0 1*0 5*2 0*4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*5 7*7 32*B
183? 4*2 1*7 7*0 0*5 0 0 0 0 0 Y 0*4 8*2 £2*0
1388 6*6 1*3 0*5 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0*3 9*0
1889 3*6 a*o 1*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*0 0 15* §
1890 1*0 6*0 3*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10*0
1891 i**S 1*0 7*0 0*6 0 0 0 0 0 '■0 ' 0*6 2*5 16*5
1692 S*5 1*7 1*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4*6 0*3
1S?3 S*9 16*5 0*4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4*0 10*0 39.8
li94 5*o 8*0 0*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*7 Y 3ii.O
im 7*0 2*5 4*0 2*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5*0 6*9 27.1*
W$6 1*3 12*0 • 1*5 3*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*0 Y 20.8
1897 9*0 5*2 U  7 0*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*5 5*5 25.U
1S9B 9*5 5*0 2*0 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*1 l*o 19.6
1899 2*0 1*7 8*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y 5*0 17.2
1900 Y 26*5 1*4 0*8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*5 0*6 29.8
UZ
Tear Jo&» F«b» A. * Tjfety June July Aug* Sept* Oct* liov. ‘ftcc. Snrtiw^
1901 1*0 10*8 0*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.7 16^3
1902 6*3 *a 0*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 0.6 9*2
1903 7.0 b*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 b*0 15.5
190b 9*9 10.0 5*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*2 25.it
1905 10.5 12*8 0*3 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 T T 1*5 25.6
1906 3*1 0*1 13*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 0.3 0.6 17.3
1907 a*5 l*b 7*9 0*7 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 2*5 21.0
1908 3*b 12*3 T 7 0 0 0 0 Cr 0 0-2 3*3 19.7
1909 2.7 5*0 l*b t 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ ¥ 1S.0 27.1
1910 2.3 2*1 0*0 1*7 0 0 0 0 0 T ■ ¥ 1.6 7.7
1911 11.3 7*2 0*1 b.0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 2*7 6.3 31.6
1912 2*1 8*5 10*5 b*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ r 25.6
1913 7*3 9*5 5*3 T 0 0 0 0 0 0*1 ¥ 3*0 25.2
191b 8*6 12*2 ia t 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 36.3
m s S.b 0*1 ba 0 0 0 0 . oi 0 0 ¥ 7.2
- * ■
19*8
V
v m 3*9 3*1 b*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*3 t 3.9 15*2
1917 b*l 3U2 T t 0 0 0 0 . 0 0*6 t 7*b 13*3
m s 16*9 -0*b 0.2 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 7*0 2b*5
1919 0.3 9*8  ^ / j 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0+9 1*2 X6+6
1920 8*5
*
0.2 0*3 8*2 0 0 Q 0 0 ¥ * 0*5 1.6 22.3
1921 3*2 0*2 ¥ a 0 0 0 0 0 0 b.2 1*2 8*9
1922 2*8 M 1*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5 la? 9*1
1923 5*b 1*5 3*7 1*6 oa 0 0 0 0 ¥ ¥ 0.6 12.9
192b 5*0 5*o 7*9 o*b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 6.6 26.0
m $ 5a 1*1 7*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*8 b*8 3*0 2ba
1926 b*a 3*o nu? 7*b 0 0 0 ’0 0 0 10.7 1.6 bb*7
1927 15*5 1*3 0*3 oa 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 6.5 23.7
1928 1*0 u 2.5 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 1.3 6*0
1929 10*1 ba f f 0 0 0 0 0 3*3 O.O S*5 27*2
TOO ib*l 0*6 5*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 3.8 1.2 25*3
1931 1*2' f 10*3 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*7 W 17a
1932 1.6 **b 5.9 ¥ 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 5*6 5.9 22*b
1933 0*6 10.9 ba ¥ 0 0 0 0 o 0 T 1.5 17*1
193b o*a 10*8 lb*7 t 0 0 0 0 0 a O 8*2 3b*5
1935 0.1 1.2 oa 3*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o a 10.? 15*b
1936 15*b 7*5 0*9 3*0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 0*1 0.6 27.5
1937 b.7 2*0 1.2 ¥ 0 0 0 0 0 t ba 0.8 12*8
1933 6.3 7*0 f 6*2 0 0 0 0 0 f 3+6 0.9 a*o
1939 15*8 2*9 t f 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ * 8.0 26*?
19bO b*3 a*2 2*3 ¥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*2 0.3 16*3
10
Iear Jan* Fob* *5ar* Apr. stay June July Aug* Sept* Oct* Hot* See* Annual
i m 9*1 3*2 5*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*5 3*6 21**5
19l»2 3*5 8*9 0*7 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 0 3.2 9*1* 26*8
19U3 1U3 6*5 7*7 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 OJi 3*0 32.1
1S&U ? 7*5 2*4 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0*3 8*3 22.U
0915 7*1 3*0 2*7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*5 7.0 20*2
19h6 1*0 3*2 9*9 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5*1 20.0
i9kr 5*1 5*3 6*8 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*6 1*8 22.6
An. 6*2 5*3 3.6 0*8 f 0 0 0 7 0*1 1*3 1**1 a.5
3PHJW3FIIXD
1893 h*k 6*0 1*2 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*3 3.9 15*8
189*4 S.6 12*1 0*6 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 r 7 21*3
im 6*3 2*6 2*9 0*7 0 0 0 0 0 0 5*1 1*5 19*3
1S96 0*5 1**6 h*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 3*7 T 13*1*
1897 6*9 5.0* 0*1* 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1.9 11**3
1898 h*7 1.7 1*2 T 0 0 0 0 0 T 0*6 1*1 9*3
1899 3*6 2.1* 5*8 3*8 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*6 1*. 7 26*9
1900 0*1 2l**i* 1*5 1*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*2 2*6 31*1
1901 1*8 1**6 0*8 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5*5 12.7
1902 11*7 3*5 0*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 2.7 18*2
1903 11*9 15*3 0*3 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*6 h+h 32*9
19G£i 11*9 1*6 2*1 0*1 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 1**6 23*3
1905 5*0 7.1* 7 0*1* 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1**0 16*8
1906 3*4 5*5 23*1* 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 0 0*1 1*0 33*1*
190? 2*8 3*2 i**i T 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7*0 17*1
1908 7*5 17*2 0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3*0 27.7
1909 6*a 7*6 0*2 ? ? 0 0 0 0 T 0 13*3 27.5
1910 2.1* 5*4 0 3*6 0 0 0 0 0 f 7 0*2 11*6
1911 1*9 6*0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*6 5.0 15*5
1912 1**8 9*9 11*0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 25*7
1913 0*8 8*0 6*8 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0*9 7 3*0 19*5
191k 1U.5 18*1* 6*2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 8*6 1*7.7
191$ 11*2 3*5 3*7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*5 13*1* 33*3
1916 1*5 7*1* 7*7 0*6 0 0 0 0 0 1*8 T 1.7 20*7
1917 0.6 1*3 0.3 0*5 7 0 0 0 0 0*2 0*8 8*8 12*5
m s 19*2 0*6 7 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 t 2*6 22*1*
1919 0*9 5.1 1**5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*1 0*8 11*1*
1920 1**8 0.3 0*3 8*2 0 0 0 0 0 7 0*u 7*5 21*5
hh
Hear Jan. JW»* War. Apr. May June July Aug. Sapt. Oct. Bo*. Dec. Annual
1921 3.6 0.7 0.2 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 o a 1.8 7.2
1922 7.1 cut 6.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.2 16.0
i m 3.8 1.6 1.3 T T 0 0 0 t 0 0.8 7.5
192k 6.6 7.3 a.7 0*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 1.5 24.3
1925 2.9 4.0 1.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.8 1.3 2.2 14.7
1926 2.5 1.0 13.1 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.4 1.7 27.1
1927 8.5 0.3 Qmk T 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.3 6.9 19*7
1928 1*9 2*8 0.7 T 0.6 0 0 0 0 0 ? 0.2 s5l
1929 2m $ 3.6 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*1* 0.3 10.5 21.7
1930 6.1 1.8 5.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0*4 0.6 14.3
1931 0.4 0.1 15.1 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.8 1.0 19.4
1932 0.2 1.2 3.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.6 4.2 16.6
1933 T 2.2 4*6 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 0.5 7.3
193k 0.2 10.2 15.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9*k 35.5
1935 0.2 T 1.3 U 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 7i
4.8 7.9
1936 13.0 2*6 1.2 0 *3 0 0 0 0 0 s 0.8 U L 18.0
1937 4.7 kmS 3.9 f 0 0 0 0 0 T 2.6 ? 15.7
193S 1*7 2.4 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0.5 5.0
1939 16.3 2.9 T o*i 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 6.9 26.2
191*0 8.2
■ 4
1.6 0.1 1*4 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 f 1*5 13.0
191*1 8.4 4.5 4. 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.8 1.7 23*1
m 2 2.4 9.4 1.2 T 0 0 0 0 T T 4.0 8.1 25.1
19U3 3.1 0.6 4*0 r 0 0 0 0 0 f T 11*7 19.4
191*1* T 8.9 6.3 T 0 0 0 0 0 ? 0.5 14.5 30*2
19U5 9.7 3.7 2.0 T T 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 10.7 26.4
191*6 1.2 4. 8 0.2 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0.7 7.9
191*7 5.0 4.5 10.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0*8 21.3
Av«. 5.5 5.1
*
3.7 0.5 T 0 0 0 f 0.2 1.1 3.8 19.9
f
J B M I
1904 18*2 4.0 4.0 0 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.5 33*7
1905 6.5 18.5 0 0*4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
*
1.0 26.4
1906 1*0 2.0 32*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 1.0 36.0
1907 5*5 2.5 7*0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 6.5 22.1
1908 2.7 U.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 7 6*5 20.7
1909 8*0 10.0 T T T 0 0 0 0 T 0 18.0 36.0
1910 2.0 8.3 0 4.5 0 0 0 0 0 f T 1*0 15.8
hS
Year Jan. Feb. Hw* Apr* 8&gr June July Aug* Sept* Oct. Hov. Dee* kmsaml
1911 5.0 4.5 Y Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*5 1.5 13.5
m 2 5.0 16*5 12*3 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y Y 31.8
m 3 3.0 8*0 8.0 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0*5 Y 2*0 21.5
m h 7.1* 18*5 2*0 Y 0 0 0 0 0 Y Y 13.2 10*1
1915 11.7 0*5 3.5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*1 13.3 30*1
1916 1*2 6*1 5.7 Y 0 0 0 0 0 Imk 0*3 k*3 19.3
1917 2.5 1 .1* Y Y Y 0 0 0 0 0*9 0*2 10*3 15.3
1918 12*8 0*5 Y Y 0 0 0 0 0 Y Y 0*6 13.9
1919 0Ji 6*2 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*2 10*8
1920 8*1 0*5 3^> 8*0 0 0 0 0 0 Y 0*2 6*9 26.7
19a 2*6 f 0 k*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 1.1 8*2*
1922 6*2 0*9 3.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*3 2.0 13.8
1923 6*6 kmO T 1*8 Y 0 0 0 0 0 Y 0.5 12*9
1921a 8,1 2*9 11*1 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y 3.8 25.9
1925 8*3 1.0 1*8 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*5 hm2 1.5 19.3
1926 3.9 hmO ’ 7.8 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*5 5.1 22.3
1927 13.7 1*0 T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.8 2.5 20.0
1928 1*5 2*6 0*9 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*3 0.5 5.6
1929 5*3 3.7 0*5 T 2.5 0 0 0 0 1*5 0*8 11*2 25.5
1930 5.1 0*8 6*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*0 0.3 llimk
1931 3.3 0*3 10*7 Y Y 0 0 0 0 0 3*7 0.3 18*3
1932 2.3 0*6 3mh 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y 11*2 3.1* 20*9
1933 0.3 6*2 km7 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*1 0*2 11*5
193k 0*6 7mh 1U2 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10.2 32.1*
1935 0.2 0.3 0*3 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*1 5*1 6.0
1936 5.7 3mk £.5 0*7 0 0 0 0 0 Y Y 3.6 15.9
1937 5.1 3.9 1*.? Y 0 0 0 0 0 Y lt.9 0.6 19.2
1936 3.0 2*0 Y T T 0 0 0 0 0 1.6 0*6 7.2
1939 11*2 5.9 T 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*2 hmh 23*0
191*0 6.2 5.0 0*7 5.2 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0*2 1.7 19.0
i9ta 5.2 U.2 3.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.5 1*8 20*5
i9ia 1*8 5«9 5.5 Y 0 0 0 0 Y 0 5.0 8*6 26*8
19!i3 3.3 1.7 2*8 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 6*1* 16*3
ISUh Y lkm9 3.6 Y 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*7 11*3 30.5
191*5 3*6 2*5 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 10*1 17*7
19k6 6.5 2*2 3.0 2*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 11**8
19h7 3*9 1.5 6*8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*6 2*2* 15*2
Ave» 5.1 liml hml 0*6 T 0 0 0 0 0*1 1*3 hmh 20*3
it
ST. Wt'IS
Tear Jan* Feb. Ifcr. Apr. m y June July Aug. Sept* Oct*-*> -i, Hot. Dec.
m $ 10.5 4.2
%
0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9*6 15.6
188 6 9.6 T 1*0 6.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.9 22.0
188? 3*5 T 3.5 0.8 0 0 0 0 0 0 4*0 7.4 19.2
1888 4*3 3.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.7 8*4
1889 1*5 10.0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.2 T 12.7
1090 4*0 7.5 21.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 32.5
1091 3.2 1.1 3.3 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11.0 18.6
Hit 14.0 T 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0’ 0 0 16.0
1893 2.3 8.7 2*6 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0*6 14.2
1894 2.2 5*6 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T T 8 a
189* 8.1 3.7 9.3 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.0 3.5 28*6
1896 T 3.1 6.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 T 10*4
1897 5.2 7.1 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 4.3 16.6
1898 0.9 0*8 3.8 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.5 3*5 9.7
1899 2.? 6.4 10.3 4.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.7 i a 33.8
1900 t 9.3 0.5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.7 11.5
1901 0.2 8.6 2.1 4*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 6.9 22.3
1902 6.6 1*7 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 1.7 10.3
1903 8.4 7.6 0.3 T 0 0 0 0 o 0 1*S 2.7 19.2
1904 14.3 2.5 T 5.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5*4 27.7
1905 6.8 7.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T ? T 14.3
1906 5.0 15.9 17.5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*0 1*6 42*0
1907 2.2 7.9 T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 6*5 16.7
1908 6.0 4.4 2.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? o a 13.2
1909 14.2 4.7 0.1 0 t 0 0 0 0 T 0 ? a 28*1
1910 1.0 21.3 0 2.3 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 2.2 26.8
1911 0.5 13.0 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 1*8 2.6 21.4
1912 13.2 21.2 28.6 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0.1 63.3
m 3 T 7.0 e.6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 0 11.2 27.1
1914 3.0 23.5 5.2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 2.4 34.1
1915 11.6 1.6 2.0 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 13.0 28.2
1916 2.7 5.7 9*4 0.5 Q 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.1 2.5 20.8
1917 2.5 1.0 0.3 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.1 7.5 12.6
1913 ru7 0.2 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0.5 12*4
1919 0.7 3.1 1.2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0.3 5.3
1920 9.3 1.0 1.9 0*2 0 0 0 0 0 1 T T 3.4 15*8
1921 2.2 T 0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 2.4 4*6
1922 4*1 0.8 5.2 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 T 0.5 10.6
1923 0 5 a o a T T 0 0 0 0 0 T 0.7 5.9
1924 3.9 2.3 15.8 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 2a 25.2
1925 4.9 3.4 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 o a o a 0*2 8*7
11
Tear Jazu Feb* 3Sar* Apr* TJay «ha» ^aly Aug* Sept* Oct* Bs*r. Dec# &MNK&
1926 3*1 ¥ 2a ¥ 0 0
192? 1*7 2*1 3.0 ¥ 0 0
1928 1*1 5*1/W«P 0*2 ¥ 0 0
1929 2*6 5.7 ¥ 0 b.0 0
1930 11*0 b.2 1*5 0 0 0
1931 1*5 T 2.7 ¥ 0 0
1932 oa ¥ 0*3 0 0 0
1933 ¥ 1.5 0.1 ¥ 0 0
193b l.b 8*5 b.5 0 0 0
1935 r 0*1 0 ¥ 0 0
1936 7.0 2a T ¥ 0 0
1937 2*1 i*b 7*7 0 0 0
1938 1*1 1*6 0 0.3 0 0
1939 10*6 8*3 0*6 ¥ 0 0
19bO 10*6 0*8 l*b ¥ 0 0
19bl 3.3 3.5 0*5 0 0 0
m ? 0*6 9*3 1.8 0 0 0
19U3 2*0 1.0 b.5 ¥ 0 0
19bb o*5 6.9 2.8 0 0 0
19b5 1*9 8*b ¥ ¥ 0 0
19k6 3.5 1*6 0 0 0 0
19U7 1*8 5.8 12*8 0 0 0
ATO. b.9 5*6 3.8 0.6 oa 0
0 0 0 0 10.fi 2*0 17*6
0 0 0 0 0*6 2.5 10.1
0 0 0 0 ¥ 0*7 7a
0 0 0 ¥ 6.5 6*7 25.5
0 0 0 ¥ 0.2 0*5 l?*b
0 0 0 0 0.3 0 b.5
0 0 0 0 5.3 3.9 9.6
0 0 0 0 0 2*2 3.8
0 0 0 0 ¥ 8*8 23.2
0 0 0 0 ¥ 2.8 2.9
0 0 0 ¥ la b.6 lb.8
0 0 0 ¥ 2.5 a.b 14.1
0 0 0 0 2.b 0.2 5.6
0 0 0 ¥ 0 10*5 30*0
0 0 0 0 ¥ ¥ 12*8
0
0
0
0
0
o
0
0 i&f m
0 0 0 0 0,3 U.3 i:.l
0 0 0 0 0*3 6*5 17.0
0 o 0 0 ¥ e*3 13.6
0 0 0 0 ¥ ¥ 5a
0 0 0 0 0.5 0.7 21.6
0 0 0 ¥ 0.8' 3.2 19.0
1895 8.5 5*b b.7 0 0 0
1896 T 3*0 9.8 0 0 0
1897 13.3 9*6 **.. 0 0 0
1898 2.0 1.7 2.6 0 0 0
1899 . . . . 2.0 10.5 5.2 0 0
1900 0 13.0 1*7 0 0 0
1901 1.0 5.1 1*Q 6 0 0
1902 6.1 6*2 . . . . 0 0 0
1903 5.0 8.3 1.0 0 0 0
190U 20.U 1.0 0*b b*5 0 0
1905 7.5 11*3 0 0.5 0 0
1906 5.0 15.5 13.5 0 0 0
1907 1.5 6*5 0 ¥ 0 0
1908 tt.5 lb.5 0 0 0 0
1909 16.5 b.5 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 3.5 12*0 2ba
0 0 0 0 5.0 0 17.8
0 0 0 0 0 b.7 27.6
0 0 0 0 0.6 2.1 9.0
0 0 0 0 b«6 9.7 32*0
0 0 0 0 . . . . 2.5 17.2
0 0 0 0 0 5.0 12a
0 0 0 0 ¥ 1*8 10.1
0 0 0 0 3.0 3.b 20.7
0 0 0 0 0 5.5 31.8
0 0 0 0 0 0*7 20*0
0 0 0 0 1.5 1.0 36.5
0 0 0 0 ¥ 8*6 16.6
0 0 0 0 0.5 0 19.5
0 0 0 0 0 12*2 33*2
Tear Jan. Feb. Har* Apr* May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Sov* . *Bee* llWtMl)
1910 1*5 20*5 0 1*5 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 T 23*5
i m o*5 8.5 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 2*5 •*** 114*0
1912 5.8 23*5 22*9 .... 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 . T 52*2
1913 ? 5*2 8.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*3 T . 4*0 18*2
150h 1*0 18.3 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*7 25*0
191$ 9*5 2.5 3*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t Kj * 25*9
1916 2*0 8*a >« 0 f 0 0 0 0 0 f f 3*5 20.31
1917 3*0 T 0.3 0*5 0 0 0 0 0 t 0*5 9*0 13*3
m s 15*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f . 15*5
1919 1*0 .*** ***• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*1 *•*•
1920 6*7 0*5 T 0 0 0 0 0 t T 4*5 11*7
1921 2*3 0*2 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 1*5 4*0
1922 3*5
T
0*4 4*o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0.8 8*7
1923 5*3 T T t 0 0 0 0 V 0 0 T 5*3
192k 3 *4 2*1 10*1 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 1.8 18.0
1925 5*2 2*7 0*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 t T f 8*5
1926 2*0 f 2*6 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*2 5*1 11*9
1927 3*6 0*6 1*9 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 , 0*4 1*5 8*0
1928 1*3 u*o T- t 0 0 0 0 0 0 t T ■ 5*3
1929 hmt 4* 5 ¥ 0 f 0 0 0 0 t
0*1
1*0 10*0 19*7
1930 11*5 4.2 6*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*1I u
0*2 22*1
1931 T T 0*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*8 0 l.<4»
1932 T 1*0 0*6 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 6*1 3*2 10*9
1933 T 0*5 0*3 T 0 0 0 0 0 T t 2.0 2.$
mu 3*0 7*5 hmB f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8*8 24,1
1935 2*0 T 0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 2*5 4*5
1936 U.7 2*2 0.5 T 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 1*0 4*5 19*9
1937 6*1 0*1; 9*0 f 0 0 0 0 0 t 3*0 f 18.5
1938 o*5 0.3 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 3.0 T 3.8
1939 8.6 9*0 t t 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 0¥**- 26*8
1910 13*9 0.3 0.1 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t ? 15*3
m i 1*0 6*0 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*0 1.5 12*5
19li2 0*8 11*0 T 0 0 0 0 0 ’ 0 0 f 8.0- 19.8
1943 2*8 1*3 2*9 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8*0 15*0
1944 0 8.0 2*0 Q T 0 0 0 0 0 1*3 9.0 20*3
191*5 6.1 **»* 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0*5 8.7 21*0
1946 4*3 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 5*3
1947 1*8 1.6 9*7 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 2.2 15*3
Aire* 4*5 5*3 3*0 0*2 T 0 0 0 0 f * 0*9 .3 .7 17*6
)
------- - . _ _
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Year J&a* Feb* Mar. Apr. *lay June July Aug* Sept* Oct* Hot* Dec. Annual
1901 0*8 2.3 2.5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 5.6
1902 5.8 4.5 T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 3.0 liul
1903 11.5 10.5 7 r 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 6.2 28.2
1904 23.5 3.5 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.5 33.5
15*5 6.5 13^> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 19.5
1906 2*0 12.4 25.* 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1.2 UL.1
1507 1*0 0.5 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 2.0 7.3
1908 7 8.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*2 U S 9.1*
1909 14*o 2*8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 7.0 23.8
1910 ?*5 10.6 0 0*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 20.6
1911 6.7 4*0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 *6 T 11.3
1912 8*0 16.7 8*f> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o a 7 33.3
1913 2.1 5.3 6.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*8 7 o a 1U.3
1914 7.0 17.5 2.6 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 8.5 35.6
1935 12*8 0.1 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*7 7.9 21.8
1916 1*4 7.7 5.5' l a 0 0 0 0 0 0*2 0*8 7*9 2li.6
1917 3.3 1*0 0.8 0*5 0 0 0 0 0 0*6 7 11.0 17.2
1916 20*1 7 7 0*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0*7 a.o
1919 0.7 1*9 1*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*6 5.8
1920 8*5 0.2 0.9 3*6 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 5*7 13.9
1921 4.8 0*1 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 3*7 9.5
1922 8*0 0a 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1*6 12.2
1923 0.1 4*1 0.2 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 5.1*
1924 4.0 2*9 n.3 0*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 5*7 25.6
19 25 3.1 1.5 4.0 0 0 0 0 0 0* o a 0.5 2.7 11.9
1926 6*8 1*1 1.9 r 0 0 0 0 0 7 0.6 7.6 18.0
192? 9*2 4*4 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*9 2.6 17
1928 1*8 4*3 0.5 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*1 2*9 9.8
1929 6*9 5*4 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*6 o a 12*9 26.1
1930 12.3 1.5 4*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 1.8 21.6
1931 1*9 0.1 6*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5.5 7 13.7
1932 T 0.1 3.8 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.2 3.4 13.5
1933 7 2.1 2.3 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 1.2 5.6
1934 1.3 11.7 12a 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9*2 3lu3
1935 0*3 T T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 7.9 3el*
1936 7*8 5.9 4*9 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 7 5.6 25.2
1937 4.2 3.5 8.1 7 0 0 0 0 0 r 1*2 0.9 17.'9
1933 4.X 2*0 7 3.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.4 7 ~ 16.5
1939 14.7 7-3 0.2 7 0 0 0 0 0 Q 7 5.8 zfi.o
1940 9*0 7*7 0*6 4 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 ? 21.1*
So
Tear J&IU Feb. Mar. Apr. June July Aug. Sept. Oct. 5£o*. Dee. Anaaal
19bl 3.5 5*b 2.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.7 b.l 23.4
19h2 0.8 3.8 7*8 T 0 0 0 0 0 T T 9.5 ZU9
i m 6.5 0.b b*l 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 T 0.3 9*9 21.5
I9ldi T 11*0 2*2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 3.7 16.7
m s b*S 5.0 T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 9.9 20.7
19b6 5.1 0.6 T t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .8 6.5
I9h7 0.9 1*5 5*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*2 5.2 12.9
Ave. 5*8 b*a 3.2 .3 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.8 b.0 19.0
st* m m m
1896 0.2 0*2 17*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.5 0 19.9
1897 1*5 li*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 7.0
i m 1.0 3*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 2.0 b.0 10.0
1899 b.0 16.8 b*5 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 8*5 33.8
1900 1.0 7.8 0*2 .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*5 10.5
1901 0 b.0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8*0 12.0
1902 2.0 u o .... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 2*0 5.1
1903 3.7 2*0 0*b T 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.0 0.6 8.7
190b 15*0 0*5 T 6.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7*0' 28.5
1905 10.0 6*0 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 **** ....
1906 1*0 17*5 1.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*0 1*0 22.7
1907 2.5 7.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Y 0.2 9.7
1908 1*5 , 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 0.5 4.0
1909 9.0 b*o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 8.0 21.0
1910 1*7 19.0 0 ’ b.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.8 26.5
1911 0*5 b.0 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 0 6.5
1912 13.0 17.5 lb.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 45.0
1913 1*0 6*2 5.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*5 0 2.5 15.2
191b 3.0 12*5 3.7 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6,0 25.2
1915 9.5 0*5 U S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 5.0 16.5
1916 3.0 1*5 6*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 T f 5.2 16.2
1917 2*0 o.b T 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 13.3 15.9
1918 12.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 0 0.5 12.6
1919 1.1 .... T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 r ....
1920 6*7 1*2 1*0 0*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 r 3.0 12.2
1921 2*0 2*0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T U O 6.0
1922 US T b.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0.5 6.0
1923 T- 3.0 0.1 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 3.1
192b 1.5 b.5 11.0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 5.0 23.0
1925 b*5 2.0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.0 T 0.5 10.5
si
Tear Jan* Feb* ISa** Apr* 'Zsyr June July Aug* Sept* Oct* Bor* 0$ms* At**?83#!
1926 3.2 T 2*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*5 7*0 15*7
1927 0*2 1*5 4*o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 1*0 6*7
1928 2*0 4*5 1*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 8*0
1929 0*9 *«** 0 0 T 0 0 0 0 T 5*o 12*0 *•**
1930 4*0 2*1 **** 0 0 0 0 0 0 * f 1*2 2*2 ** **
1931 0*5 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 0*5
1932 T 0 0*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4*2 3*7 8*2
1933 0 1*2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 #  - 3*5 4*7
19*t T 6*5 5*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*6 13*3
1935 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5*0 5*0
1936 5*4 5*0 T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*3 4*o 14*7
1937 4*0 1*0 7*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 12*0
1938 T 0 0 1*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*5 o
a1939 7*6
14*9
7*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 11*3
19U0 6*5 0*5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21*9
1910. 0 6*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ? 1*0 7.0
191*2 2*0 4*0 o , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6*0 16*5
19U3 3*5 4*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 1*5 9*5
191& 0 3*0 1*5 0 t 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 4*0 9*5
19k$ 8*0 6*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9*0 23*0
192s6 2*5 0*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*0
19ii7 0*5 2*0 10*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 3*0 16.0
Aw* 3*3 4*3 2*3 0*2 T 0 0 0 0 o a 0*5 3*3 1W>
ass mmws
****
****
1895 **** ***• T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T Uw5
1896 T T **** **** **** 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ___
1897 2*0 1*5 T O O O O O O  0 0 ?  3*5 
i w  T T T 0 0 0 0 O 0 t 0*2 3*0 3*2 
J®99 8.0 8.5 3.0 6.0 0 0 0 0 C 0 0.2 2 ^  28.3 
1900 T 10*5 o t o o o o o  o o t  10*5
• %. 1 » V
3P0EH T - 11*0 * * * •  0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m m m m  r n m m a
1902 16*2 0*5 T O O O O O O  O f ?  16*7
1903 1*0 2*0 T T 0 0 0 0  0 0 2*5 f 5*5
1904 12*5 4*0 T 2*5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*4 22*4
1905 5*0 **** 0 0*4 0 0 0 0 0  f T 0 5*4
1906 3*5 7*2 4*5 T 0 0 0 0 0 o 3*0 0*5 13*7
1907 1*4 6*8 O T O O O O O  o T l i t XU6
1908 2*0 3*0 7 O 0 0 0 0 T G T T S*0
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Tear Jan. F©&. T1st. Apr* Bay June July Aug. Sept. Oct. tJor. Dec. Amaral
1909 8*0 0.8 0 T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.2 10.0
1910 8.0 11.0 0 5.0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 5.0 29.0
1911 T 0.4 ..** o 0 0 0 0 0 0 t Y ****
1912 18.6 S.7 10.5 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.8 41*6
1913 1.0 3.3 4.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 0 13.8
1914 1.3 5.5 6.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 5.2 19.0
1915 4.8 0.7 1.1 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 5.Q 11.6
1916 0.7 3.1 3.9 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0.2 9.4 iaa
1917 5.7 3JU2 1.6 T 0 0 0 0 0 ? t 19.5 38.0
1918 34.4 f 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 1.6 36.0
1919 1.5 1.2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 3a
1920 0.5 2.5 1.5 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 1.6 7.1
1921 3.5 9 .4 0 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 13.2
1922 2.0 t 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0.1 3a
1923 T 0*9 T 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 O 0.5 1.4
1924 3.0 4.3 9.9 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*6 3.6 20.9
1925 5.0 0.5 1.0 f 0 0 0 0 0 5.0 0 0.9 12*4
1926 8.9 3.5 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 3.0 2.1 17.9
1927 0.6 4.9 5.1 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 0*1 10.7
1928 0.5 5.2 2.6 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 0.2 10.5
1929 0.5 10*3 0 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 2.6 7.6 21.0
1930 7.0 0.3 2.9 0 0 0 0 0 0 r 0.4 1.0 1X.6
1931 4.0 0 0.5 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 4.5
1932 1.2 0 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.1 2.6 11.2
1933 0 2.6 0.2 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5 3.5
1931* 0.1 6.3 1#5> 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 9.2
1935 0.3 f 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 T 5.8 6.1
1936 u n 7.4 2.0 oa 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.5 0.7 15.5
1937 6.5 hm ■■ 0*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 1*9 0.2 13a
1938 2.3 t 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.9 ? 4.2
1939 7.6 16.6 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10.3 36.3
19l»0 7.9 8.3 3.4 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 0 f 0 20.0
19id, 0.1 3.1 1.1 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 oa 1.8 6.2
19U2 5.6 6.2 4.1 ,0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.7 20.6
191*3 0.4 1.3 4.8 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 1.2 8.2
19!tU 1.5 4.4 0.1 0 ? 0 0 0 0 0 T 1*8 7.8
191*5 4.4 0.9 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 T 6.7 12.0
191*6 2.2 4.7 0 0 0 0
1
0 0 O 0 0 c%4 7.3
191*7 0.1 2.5 17.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 3.7 23.6
in. 4.0 4.0 2.0 0.3 T 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.5 2.7 13*6
Te&r
i m
i m
i m
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
m
1905
1906
1907
O T
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1913
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
192?
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
C&IH0
Jaa. Feb. tlfcr* Apr* my June July Aug. Sept* Oct* Hot. Dec. Annua]
15.1 3*7 oa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 10.7 29*6
0.2 1.3 1*2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 3.2
1.3 1.7 ¥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 3a
OJ» 0*4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3*0 3*8
7.8 6.1 1.2 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1*5 16.6
0.6 7*2 0*5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*9 9.2
1.2 2.7 0.3 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7.1 11.3
0.1 4*£ 0*7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0*2 5*5
2.4 3*5 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2.7 0.6 9*2
2.9 1.7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*8 5.4
7*7 5.0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 7 12.7
1.2 3*6 1*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.3 0.8 n a
5*3 3*6 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0*9 9*8
1*3 1.2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*5
4a 0.5 7 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 5*6
7*7 3*9 0 1*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 4.1 17.3
0*4 1.0 1*9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0.1 7 3.U
l*k 3.6 6*6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3*2 20.8
0.3 2^ 1*7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i*e 5.9
0.2 3*9 3*5 t 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 6.3 1W
4.5 .1 oa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 1*5 6*2
0.2 1.3 0*5 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*0 3*3 6*3
6.9 1.1 2.8 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 22.7 33.5
24.2 0*3 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 25.0
0.7 1*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 1*8
T 4*3 0*2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0.!* 4.9
li.5 at ' 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 13*5
4.0 T 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 < ¥ 0 4.0
0 1.2 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*k 1*6
2.0 2.4 2.0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 2*5 8.9
3*4 ¥ 1*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*0 0 ia 7.8
6.0 2«li 7
£
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*5 1*2 10.1
T 1*2 3*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 7 4.5
¥ 0*3 0.1 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 0.4
¥ 11.5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ¥ 6*6 18.1
5*5 ¥ 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7 3*5 9.3
7.3 0 3.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q 0 0 7.8
0.9 ¥ 2.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*6 2*0 6.5
T 3.6 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3*8
¥ 1*3 l*h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*5 4.2
0.1 ¥ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 4.7 4*8
5i»
Tear Jan. Feb. tfcr* Apr. Ihy Jum July Aug. Sept. Oct* Hot* Deo. Annual
1936 1*4 8*0 T T 0 0 0 0 0 0 U»3 t 13*7
1937 t 3*6 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.3 0*5 5*4
1938 i a 0.1 0 f 0 0 0 0 0 T 0*4 t 1.6
1939 2*1 12.0 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*9 16*0
1940 7*8 4*3 2.6 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 14*9
s m T 2*4 1*3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T T 3*7
1942 5*4 1*3 0.2 0 Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*4 9*2
1943 1*9 0.8 4*5 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 f 0*5 7*7
1944 1*8 5*9 0*1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*6 8.4
1945 3*7 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t 4*5 6.3
1946 0*2 1*4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*6 3*2
1917 T 6*2 4*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0*8 10*8
Ave. 3*1 2.6 0*9 f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0*3 2.0 9*1
spots of eseUNM^gr 2e»r tesperatere* e^oclslly dhere sir drainage is an aidod 
factor* la central r*nd a-outl^ rri Illinois tc^ aperatures beloir soro are twl&tm rec­
orded except «$an a snow cover is present* Pot mmmp&M* out of t?:se S6 <2asre in ttee 
l&jt 15 slaters (1933-3U to at Springfield which bad iey^ejnatsres of sore
decrees Mapesfeeii or b&oe, fifty of Vnm ted a saw cover of a trace or nore* 
Three of the other S. had M l  s. trace or ®ore U K  preceding day aad oa the other 
five dajw the s w  cover began Just north of SpHLaglfiaM aad extended into lorn, 
Msconsin* and ^onMOta*. This would indicate that a sno*cover is nlaost essen­
tial to the laalataiRinr; of lm? te*r>er»turos obtained br t.oe air nase la its aortas* 
era region until it reached central Illinois*
sm m n *  m s  husom
Tine part that snowfall and snow cover pley in the creation of floods la
Illinois appear to be less definite than ia m m  other sections of the United
1
States* S* 1* FO*fcer cites two maples# the 1936 Hood on the Connecticut iiiver 
and the 2$*3 flood of 13m Middle -"issouri# in -sisieh rapid melting of exm m s  al- 
sost entirely tbe cause of serious floods*, Quite sisdtlar eoo&iticms ©mid exist 
in Illinois but store often floods develop fros a mesber of factors*
la a widespread snow cover stdtin^ usually e m m m o m  at the surface of ifese 
snow nitfe the eater percolating doex*«erd», The aeltod m t e r  does not m  off 
■mediately but stays ia the snow increasing its density tad at the «tt* time de­
creasing its depth* Only ^hen tLe density is readied will actual runoff 
2
b-;rin* Foster points out six important factors reducing a snow cover* of which 
insolation, torbuleat eaechaago of b©at from tbe air* and condensation of atmos­
pheric moisture are t!m soot effective for producing a snow cover of high deissity
1* Foster# £* S*f Halnfall sad Runoff* l?!*0f pp* 256-58#
2 m Ibid, pi>* 2I|1—1|5#
mad water content# A large water shed having tromn ground with a heavy snow 
cover that is subjected to an influx of war?* wf air* either with or without rain­
fall* la an excellent setting for a flood# It should also be v&maltmmd that a 
large portion of the winter1® precipitation can be stored up in a heavy anew 
cover and released suddenly In the manor suggested above* however. In Illinois 
newt floods a pear to be the result of heavy spring rains* oftent CKJwhioed 
sdth the addted effect of snow wait or snow water and the tormtion of ice gorges* 
It is also true that-the spring floods caused tgr heavy rain® are floods only be- 
cause the rain fell at tines m m n  the stream were already full fross rieltod snow# 
Thin is especially true vfaen the subtil remiss frozen* The shape and orient** 
tioa of Illinois adtb its asjor length froa north to south rather thaw fresa east 
to west has surely aided in the prevention of floods* If* for instance* the 
state had its long a^ cis A m  east to west and the l&OftUwtgpi liver ran the fall 
length but aas on the southera side of'the state and a large snow cover existed 
ever west of the state* an inflow of sff air with rain would release a lar§® 
volume of water and all at nearly the same ttm over the whole state* Hooding 
wuch larger #sreas than is now possible along the north-south stresses#
If flooding is caused by ice gorges and a snow cover exists* war® weather 
will a&lt the snov cover faster than It will the ice of the gorges and increase 
the severity of tbs .flood* An exaaple of this condition occurred along the 
Illinois Hiver Aran iefcruary US to 22* 193?* A li$xt to 'moderate s*jw covered 
the meater shed* and adveetion of waara air aceawftti&ed hy isoderate to heavy rains 
caused rapid smelting of the saow and ice, resulting In ra;.dd runoff* Ice gorges 
forsaed in the river causing local flooding which m s  increased by the rate at 
ehiefc runoff continued in contrast to the rate which the ice gorges ware destroy­
ed*
$6
si
Foster states that la regions where aiqwwSsbls snms- m m i m  on the ground 
during the u&nter, sprite is tbe season of floods, 3os& is ti.se case la miaaii 
as in all the upper "Mississippi ? s l %  but It im mt possible to attribute the 
cause of map  of these floods direct!#* to saw* conditions, since, la ^eers 
*appreciable sno»“ does not resain on the ground through tls® winter or aay large 
part of It* The highest river stages ever reached at sorse of the stations ssaia- 
tainlng official gauges are as follows!
ruk© staoss sifecr>«D.AT 2UUBMK cmss
X
Station, flood stage 
and river#
Oates of flood •Stages reached
Holine, flood st^ i^ e 10 feet larch 11, 1929 1k*9 feet
dock 4iver to© 27, i m 1U.0 feet
Horrl®, flood stage 13 feet ngy 21, 1^2 21.6 feet
Illinois Kivsr !&?*& IS, 191? 20.3 feet
Spring It^l 26*2 feet
Heary, flood stag© 10 feet Hgr IB, 1933 10.7 feet
Illinois JLvsr April &, 1926 lS*i> foot
l&reb 28, 1<*& 17.2 feet
LaSalle* flood stags IB feet Hamah 0, 19*08
*
28*8 feet
Illinois raver
Peru, flood stage 1? feet I5#y 22, 191*3 27*7 feet
Illinois liiver Jan. S3, 1916 27*0 feet
Peoria, flood stage 13 feet &ay 23# 19*43 26*6 feet
Illinois liver m y  10, 1933 25.1* feet
April 5* Im 23*0 feet
S^ards 181*9 27.1 feet
Beardstown, flood stage Hi feet lay 26* 19fc3 29.7 feet
Xarikakee, flood stage 8 feet ’larch 26, 1916 10.3 feet
Illinois &iver
1* Foster, B. S., aalnfaH ami Runoff, lf$$, p. 255*
S3
Station, Hood stage Dates of flood Stages reached
and river*
Quincy, flood stage 1U foot June % 22*1 feet
Mississippi Siver April 23, 1929 21*4 feet
Mt# Camel, flood stage 19 feet March 30, 1913 31*0 feet
labash River
Alton, flood stage 21 feet June 9, 1903 33.8 feet
Mississippi River
Stations along the Hfl— I— Ippf and Ohio rivers were oa&tted, for the most 
part, since floods at those stations are usually the results of conditions out­
side of, rather than in Illinois* Floods occurring in May or June cannot be di­
rectly associated with runoff from snow* Floods in Illinois that can be attri­
buted directly to rapid runoff frosa mum east generally occur is February, Harcfe 
or early April# the Narcfe flood of 1929 on the Eocfc Elver reached the highest 
stage ever recorded at both .lockford and T'oline* M s  flood was the direct re­
sult of above fteesing temperatures and gansraX thawing of a ligjit to moderate 
snow cover causing rapid runoff into an already swollen streaa obstructed fcgr ice 
gorges# The ^arch flood of 1919 at Morris was the direct result of heavy rain 
atoms and occurred at the end of a winter of very little snowfall# The highest 
stage ever reported at Morris was in the spring of 1831, following the winter in
which according to seas accounts had the gvwetegfe snow stems of the last cmar 
1
tury# The flood of April 1926 effected the entire Illinois river and was di­
rectly attributed to the late heavy snow store of ^ arch 30 and 31 and the hi# 
temperatures following that caused rapid melting* Above flood stage was reached 
at Morris from T*arch 31 through April 6 and stages of Tram h to 6 feet above
1* United States Dea&rtmnt of Agriculture* Cllaate and Crop Service of the 
leatVser Bureau, Illinois flection* Feb* 19®$*" " ’... r..r.. . ' ......
flood stage were recorded at Peru, Henry, and Peoria until April 6* The iardi 
flood of 19QU at Henry caiae at the end of winter with 50*5 inches recorded snow* 
The melting of this snow kept streams at flood stage throughout laost of ’farch# 
Snowfall played an important pert in the March 1908 flood at LaSalle# This Is 
another eatable of heavy February snowfall raaintrdning stream at hi# levels 
followed by an unusually !aild W m b  with little snowfall but abundant rain, the 
rain being the immediate cauae of flooding# Snow cover m s  a definite factor in 
the 1916 January flood at Peru# On Jnuary 1?, 1916 there 'mm two ladies of 
snosr Over the northern half of Illinois* This m s  immediately followed by n 
period of both warm sal rainy weather with two inches of rain falling over the 
area* Runoff was rapid and rivers rose at rapid rates# Ice gorges developed 
and ware dyaas&ted but flood waters reached 23*1 feet at Peoria and 20#? feet at 
Beardstown# The highest stages ever reached at Peoria and Beardatown followed 
periods of excessive rainfall too late in the .spring to pers&t snow to play a part 
.in their development# The larch flood of 1916 at Kaokakee was the flas type 
flood due entirely to heavy thua&ierstorB# The 1913 flood at -rt* Camel -ms due 
to unusually heavy spring rainfall throughout the Vabash Basin#
There are at least s«e cases where snow siay help 'prevent flood conditions* 
If heavy rain telling on an, area already near to flood conditions were to change 
to snow and be followed by 1mmr temperatures the rapid runoff wuld be decreased 
and stored by a later period giving stream a chance to return to near norsaal 
stages* If a mmm cover lies over a region wlier© the transfer of heat £roa the 
substratun u p w d  is enough to sselt the grouad ice ami the bottoa layers of the 
snow cover, the melt will decrease the density of the snow and the mter aay 
’a-ike its m y  into the ground rather than into the runoff#
S9
skowfall m n  m m c
One of the alaost obvious consequences of & hMijr snowfall is the effect it 
can have on transportation# Operating efficiency is cut and the accident hazard 
increased inrsediately with the beginning of tbe falling snow and the resulting 
marked decrease in visibility*
Snow removal m d  ice control ^ork is a major activity of the field aain~ 
teaance organisation of the Illinois State Highway Department during the winter 
nonths* Sm m maoval equipcaeni is valtttalned and kept reac^ y for Iwmdl&te use 
whenever snmr begins to accumulate on the pavements# Twenty-four hour operation 
is contira*ed, if necessary, to open highways or to keep U m  open* Preparation 
in tbe fhll of the year consists in the building of stock piles of cinders near 
intersections arid steep grades, the attested strategic distribution of snow 
plows and other snow removal equipment, as wall as the installation of snow 
fences in locations i&ere severe drifting has repeatedly occurred or in areas 
where it would be expected* Snow removal and ice control costs for the state 
exceeded one and a half Billion dollars in 1?U7 and over a alHion dollars in 
each of the two preceding years* It should not be concluded that cost Is a func­
tion of total snowfall alone but is the result of intensity of individual snow* 
falls, the amount of drifting, freesing, and thawing, the tiae between stores, 
and the fluctuating costs in labor and equipaent* It is possible for a year of 
s m B  total snowfall to cost wore than a year of a greater annual anoont, if, in 
the year of saall annual total aost of the snow Is concentrated in a few heavy 
fetors?®* Fen* sample, In northern Illinois the snowfall averaged 23*8 inches in 
1931 and 27ml inches in 1232 but the cost of removal per s&Ie m s  *55*23 in 1931 
and only *37*02 in 1?32* Both years had below nomal snowfall and each had a 
heavy larch stora* In 1931 a heavy snow on the loth and 19* h Jsnuajy caused 
hlg£iw«y traffic tie-ups* February snowfall m s  very ligfrt* However, a heavy
60
&L
mtsm torm occurred on March 5 to 9 with much drifting add below average tempera*- 
tures so that it remained on the ground for sore than a weak* Three snowfalls in 
Oeeo'Tfcer collated the total for that year# The year 1935? i m  one of unusually 
slid temperature# and late spring snowfall# Very little snow fell in January and 
February and melted rar&dly when it did* A heavy snow store occurring on ’arch 
21 and 22 ^ as referred to V  sosse as "blissard like”1 oven though aild teispera- 
tures a ad widely scattered thunderstorm wre associated with it# This store 
created irsaedlate traffic problems bat nelted rapidly during the next two days* 
The heaviest snowfall of the remainder of the year m s  an early fall stars on 
November 15 and 16# Amounts varied f*oas 3 to 13 inches m d  was one of the heavi­
est early snow storms on record* The only Decoder snow of aqy consequence fell 
on the 9th and 10th* Thus ended a year of aliaost norssal total snowfall but not 
nonaal in that most of the snow can* in hesvy spring and fall storas with little 
snow during December, January, anti February* The Highway Departnrent, therefore, 
wee confronted with t-m heavy stor**s widely separated as to tlise, and occurring 
in warmer seasons* This resulted In less total arpeaditure* than would have been 
true in a winter of mre frequent but ®31er snow stores#
Snowfall presents several probless to the milway system of Illinois, es­
pecially those of the northern part of the state* Measures are taken to prevent 
the accuraulation of snosr on the ri^jt-of-way, such as decreasing the slopes on 
the cuts sad construction of snonr fences, both portable and permanent* Hare 
serious problems are e ncountered at terssiimls #>ere trades are dose together as 
well as service buildings to which access aust be obtained that there is very 
little space left to dispose of the snow# It is necessary to either laelt the 
snow or to haul it to sosae point of disposal* Snow also creates a probless in
1* United States eather Bureaut Climatological Data; Illinois Section
^rch 1932, >p* 10*
connection with switches sad crossings in as much as the snow gets into the opera­
ting aechanis’a and prevents their functioning* The snow mast be cleaned out 
either by hand or by the use of snow melting equipment such as switch heaters 
operated by oil, gas, or electricity* Freight traffic suffers from heavy wet 
snoss not oaly because of slippery tracks but also because of the extra weight of 
the snow** In the case of a heavy wst snow as ancfe as a ton could be added to 
the weight of each flat car or coal car*
The effect of snowfall on air traffic is alssost equally Important* Both 
take-off and laVdng mem wsd» extressely daagaroni i&th the restricted visibility 
caused by the jfeUiag snow* Snmr oa the ground and on the ruwmys oakes it diffi­
cult for the pilot to locate the rummy end the wheels of the plane m j  run off 
or wdm t)^ e surface of the runway dropj^ iag into the s«ad or rougfr ground* The thin 
layer of snow often left on the runway after snow reraoval equipsaent has been used 
is usually wall packed and becomes slick, causing danger of side slipping and 
the need of excessive distances to land planes, since the brakes must be c«** 
tiously applied* Diuraal variations in teaperature are often large enough to ef­
fect day tijse seltiag and night time frees lag producing ice surfaces or surfaces 
which are alternately bare and ice covered* Snow removal equipment and personnel 
aust be available to all first class airports and weather forecasting personnel 
m e t  have the added responsibility of atte*r ting to forecast the amounts of snow~ 
fall far enough in advance to- give preparation for its- tdsely use*
Accidents of aircraft in flight due to falling wamt have been aaialy of two 
types, carburetor icing, aad the jaaaing of controlled surfaces* logins failure 
has been attributed to severe carburetor icing during heavy saov stems i&ere 
enough saow was able to pass through the heated intake ducts and actually dog 
the butterfly valve of the carburetor* The snow at flight levels is usually at
1* Brooks, C* F*t Saow in *allroadlag» Science Service, January 1925*
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2 m  enough ten$>eratures that it will not stick to the surfaces of aircraft in suf­
ficient quantities to ba hssardous* If ths snot* is encountered at near melting 
temperatures mid the snow is net, a mixture of snow and rain, or slush, dangerous 
icing can malt*  The wet snow may form ice on the leading edge of the wings and 
change the airfoil enough to destroy the "lift* of the wings, bat acre often the 
snow iselte on striking the surface with the water running bock over the wing and 
freesing in the controlled surfaces resulting in loos of control of the plane*
An example of this type of wether situation Is illustrated ty the air saasa 
soundings over Joliet on January 17 and 18, 19k9$ (Fig* ?)* The air flro® which 
the snow was falling above the inversion at 850 s&llibars warn only one degree 
centigrade* During the follo^dng 12 hours the tesaperature rose to above freesing 
and at the surface the snow m s  followed by froesing rain# Icing conditions 
would have been serious at either of these tines or any tiae hetman the tisae of 
the soundings* Tlie weather maps in Figures, h, 5 and 6, chosen to illustrate 
typical heavy snowfall synoptic patterns, also illustrate sxtreaGly bad flying 
weather* For example a plane flying into Chicago at noon on Deeea&er 10, 1?!&, 
(Fig* 6) would have found landing conditions almost impossible# The celling was 
1*00 feet and indefinite, visibility was 0*2 of a aile with heavy snow, and gusty 
winds from the east* For safety precautions the plane would most likely have to 
be sent to an alternate landing field such as Grand Eaplds or Detroit with poor 
flying conditions encountered aost of the way*
m m m
Several specific points about the snowfall of Illinois have been shorn# 
Variations in arsoiMfcs and years have been conspicuous but no systematic or long 
period chsnges could be indicated at least ritfein the tim  of record# In general, 
snowfall increases from south to north* January is tlse month of ssost sno^faH in 
the central and northern sections but February is the month of vma&mm in the
msouthern section* Harch Is a sooth of g t f W M  with little or no snow la M gr  
years but quite often & month with the heaviest individual stows* The uajorliy 
of mom storm are associated with th© cold fronts of the migrating cyclones but 
the wars front is alsaost essential to the dcvdopnont of the heavy snow stores* 
Sosste of the consequences of snow as related to traffic have been noted Tilth 
an attes^t to giaour particularly the conditions for aircraft in relation to ter­
minal conditions* Slth the dsvelopaeni and iapreveoent in stratospheric flight 
which could be asde well above any severe snow storas, the take-off and landing 
during a heavy snow store would still be extremely hasardous even though it were 
aided by Ground Control Approach Equipment*
Ho significant correlations exists between snowfall in February end March 
and temperatures for the following April and flay*
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